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Abstract 

Network security tool such as packet sniffing is a standalone system that use to 

monitoring and capture network traffic of computers in a LAN environment. lt is capable 

of filtering out a certain port, JP address and protocol and generates a network traffic 

graph. It is a useful tool for network administrator and network engineer to monitoring 

the network traffic. 

The aim of this project to build this security tool to monitoring a network. trace 

and identifies misuse or computer, improve network manageability and overcome some 

network problem. This system call show the summary report alter the packet is captured 

from all the 11s •rs in the network, that call make network administrator and network 

engineer easy to identify which users have use more bandwidth in the network. This 

system is target to be implementing in a small organization LAN such as Faculty of 

Computer Science and Jnformation Technology in University Malaya. 

The Waterfall with prototyping model is chosen as the methodology to develop 

this system. This system is a standalone solution that needs special development tools and 

languages such as C#, Microsoft Access, Winpcap and some relevant tools. This system 

is developed u ing Object-Oriented Analysis and Design which provides a particularly 

fine basis for internal or tructural design. The target users for this system are network 

ndministrart rand network engineer. 

This system hope can achieve the objective of providing a user friendly packet 

slli lfin • system that ca 'Y to use and effective in assisting network administrator to 

perform their works. 
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Chapter I - Introduction 

Nowadays, many systems are connected to the internet because internet rs a huge 

network and has no boundaries some more business opportunities also increasing 

dramatically. Information on the internet can be accessed from anywhere in the world in 

real time, however is also allowed for the increasing of network security threats. Hacker 

tools now very easily to get it through the internet. Some web site even provides the 

guideline on how to hack into a system, giving details of the vulnerabilities of the 

different kinds of systems. So, anyone can download the loo ls from internet and use it to 

break into a sysl<..:111 which is not properly sccur .d. The various kind or network security 

threats arc packet sniffinu, Denial of Service (Dos) auacks, IP spooling and password 

cracker. 

Thus, develop network security tools are very important to protect our system from 

attacking by hackers through the internet or LAN. It is because network security tools 

are the program of preventing and detecting use of your computer. Prevention measures 

help you to stop unauthorized users from accessing any part of your computer system. 

Detection help you to determine whether or not someone attempted to break into your 

system, if got ome people succes access to your system and will monitor what they 

may have done. 

Many network security tools are provide to users for protecting their system such as 

port sc<11111in ', Intrusion Detection System (IDS), firewall, packet analyzer, packet 

s11ilfo1' 1·or 111011itori111 network and some more. Different tools have their different 
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Iunction to prevent hacker attacking on your system. So, we must analysis and determine 

which sections should be protected. After that, the network security tools will be created 

based on that analysis. 

1.1 Project Overview 

Ethernet technology was built on the concept of sharing computer resources, where all 

the computers on the local network are connected by the same switches. Packet sniffing 

is a basic network security tool that is used to monitoring the network traffic. The tools 

will monitor all incoming and outgoing packets from users on the network and captures 

packets which detect as the clan .cr packets lo the network. Beside that, thi tool also can 

summary the report about how many users on the network and how many packets are 

sent out and receive to the users. 

The purpose of built packet sniffing is to assist network engmeer and network 

administrator in performing their daily tasks that monitoring and analyze the network 

traffic. This tool is specially design to be use under real time network environment 

where it is able to capture the current network packets and perform the summary like 

statistic of IP traffic or protocols in the graphical form. Network engineer also can 

analyze content of packets which captured from the network and displays in a human 

readable format with this sy tern. This is useful for a network engineer to maintain and 

discover any problem will occur in the network. 
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The abilities or this security tool to show the protocol, port and IP address upon the 

summary report will help the network engineer to discover and maintain the network 

from any possible threat. 

1.2 Statement of Problems 

Network is become more important in any organization to do their business operations 

than ever before. It is because of network can help users transfer files and do the 

business transaction via Internet easily. If the network is can't work properly then 

business can be impacted si mificunily, resultim: in loss of revenue as well as end user 

productivity. Therefore there was a need for network professionals to cover every aspect 

or network mnna .cmcnr and network security. The following problems arc faced by 

network administrators and network engineers without packet sniffing system: 

).- Can't monitor the network traffic 

Network Administrator can't monitor the network traffic in the LAN 

environment. They don't know the activities are done by users in the network 

such as chatting, downloading and entertainments. They also don't know the 

usage of bandwidth by each user in the network. So, when problems are 

occurred in the network, network administrator can't easily trace and identify 

the problem. 

;.... Security problem 

Network Administrator also doesn't know unauthorized users access the 

network to gain the useful information. This is due to they no have tool to 

protect and sni ff the packets which are sent out and receive from users 

' ·' 
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without the packet sniffing system. So, some packets are sniffed by hackers 

for their use without any acknowledgement to network administrator. 

1.3 Project Objective 

This system is developed under purpose of helping network engineer and network 

administrator. Objective to develop this network security tool are: 

•!• To monitor and analyze network traffic 111 LAN environment is done easily 

without any extra work. 

r One or main tar icts or this tool is ability of monitoring activities being 

done by the users in the LAN. When a packet is sent from a workstation 

to another workstation through the network by applying the 'listen' 

technique, the packet can be capture and the data being transfer can be 

copy down. By capturing the packet, network engineer can know the 

activities done by user. 

•!• To easily trace and identify the problem of network. 

~ With the continuing monitoring the network activities, network engineer 

can trace and identify the problem of the network as soon as they start it. 

•!• To study the trend and usage of network traffic 

).- The ~raphical report shows that the current network traffic is useful for 

network engineer to study the trend of the network traffic and maintain 

the network. So that can always capable to support user's command. 
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•!• 13y analyzing the existing and puss monitoring report can help network engineer 

to discover the problem of network. 

•!• To be more expert in the network environment and beware of the safety of the 

network. 

1.4 Project Scope 

•:• Aimed to provide study and report on the user's network traffic and know 

how the packets are captured in the network. 

•!• Can be study about analysis content of the packets which captured from the 

network. 

•!• Suitublc for use or network en nnccr and network administrator of small 

organization like Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 

in University Malaya in perform their daily duties. 

1.4.1 Environment 

To monitor user's network activities and generate a graphical report that summaries the 

monitoring result after the packets are captured by this tool. This is security tool is 

targeted to u e in the LAN environment. LAN is normally belonging to an organization 

and all the hardware i arrange in a single location such as office, building or campus. 

l.A N structure enables resources such as hardware, software or data can be share in the 

n .twork. 
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t..t.2 Target' User 

This tool is help network engineer and network administrator perform their task in 

manage the network. These tasks such as stabilize the network traffic, make sure the 

network traffic always smooth and available, monitor user's network activities, make 

sure the network always free from virus attack and hacking by illegal user. 

1.4.3 Usage Time Limitation 

Normally users are not limited to use the network. That is mean user can use the network 

anytime. This is also brought the meaning that this tool has run in 24 hours and 7 days 

non-slop. This tool must able to work when the network is available and working. 

Practically, the network administriltor 11111st determine when the time to run this tool. To 

determine this, WC have to know what kind or organization is holding this LAN system. 

For example, if this tool is applied for an office, network administrator can do the 

analysis about the network traffic that has been recorded after l week this tool is 

implementing. He can do this at non-office hour to cause the minimum affect. 

1.5 Project Expectation 

This tool is expected to fulfill the requirement of networking system now and 

development of the information technology nowadays. 

This tool is expected to help the network engineer in performing their tasks especially in 

troubleshooting and find the cause of the problem such as identify the unstable situation 

or network traffic, capture the packet that is come in and out and finally fulfill users 

r .qu ·st ns Ion• as it don't exceed the rules that have been set. 
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Meanwhile, this tool also hope can show the correct statistic about the network activities 

such as transferring in and out of data, internet connectivity. This is to make sure the 

statistic collected is not a random amount which can't show the .real situation of 

network. The up-to-date are useful to plan, organize and maintain the system. The 

graphical report can easily show the trend of the network traffic to network engineer and 

to prevent congestion and enhance performances. 

1.6 Project Schedule 

;\ project schedule describes the software development cycle for a particular project by 

cnumcratinu the phase of ·1 project and breaking each or the phases into discrete tasks 

that need to be carried out. It is essential as it acted as a time management and control to 

the developer to determine what tasks to be carried out and what goals should be 

achieved when a certain milestone is met. The project schedule is as shown in Error! 

Reference source not found. 

2004 2005 

ID Task Name Start Finish Duration 
Jul I Aug I Sep I Oct I Nov I Dec Jan l Feb 

1 System Study 712/2004 8/10/2004 28d - 2 Literature Review 7/22/2004 8/20/2004 22d - 3 System Requirement Analysis 8/16/2004 9/20/2004 26d - 4 VIVA 8/23/2004 9/10/2004 15d • 
5 System Design 8/19/2004 9/23/2004 26d - 6 Syst rn Modul Coding 8/23/2004 12/23/2004 89d 

7 "VOluotlon and Testing 8/25/2004 1/25/2005 110d 

B Fino! votuauon 1/2012005 2/18/2005 22d - 0 Supervisor Consultotlon 71212004 2/24/2005 170d 

10 Do urnont lion 71912004 2/24/2005 165d 

Figure 1-1: Project schedule 
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1.7 Report Layout 

The purpose of the report layout is to give an overview of all the phases involved during 

development of the project. This report consists of eight chapters. Below is the report 

layout: 

Chapter One: Introduction 

This chapter is an introduction of the project overview, statement of problems, project 

objectives, project scopes, expected outcome and project schedule. 

Chapter Two: Literature Review 

This chapter carries out the rcscar .h before the project can be implemented. It consists 

of domain studies, security threats and technology review where research and analysis 

on the currently available system and techniques used are carried out. 

Chapter Three: Methodology 

This chapter emphasizes on the conclusion on development methodology and the 

justification of the chosen methodology. It also discusses the information gathering 

methods and the explanation about the development tools. 

Chapter Four: System Analysis 

This chapter describes the ystern analysis that contains the requirements needed such as 

functional requirement. non-functional requirement, and hardware and software 

rcquirctu .nts, and tcchnolo iics chosen to develop this system. 

Chaptn Fivu: System Dc~ign 

This cli;1pt T explain: tlic conceptual and technical design of the system which covers the 

S , .. kill archit .cturc d ·si 111, sysl 'Ill functionality design, and interface dcsi '11. 
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Chapter Six: System Implementation 

This chapter explains the implementation of the system. It discusses on the system 

development that convert the modules and algorithm that have been designed into 

programming language that can be implemented 

Chapter Seven: System Testing 

This chapter presents various type of system testing to find system error and fault. This 

is also important to make sure that the system fulfills the requirements and specifications 

that have been planned. 

hapter l;,ight: System Evalu.uiuu 

This chapter presents the sy. tern evaluation that reveals the problem encountered and 

solutions, system strength and limitation, future enhancements and others. 

1.8 Chapter Summary 

This chapter focuses on the introduction of the proposed project, packet sniffing system. 

Overview of packet sniffing is explained at the beginning of this chapter. This chapter 

also covers tatement of problem. project objective, project scope, expected outcome, 

project schedule and report layout. The duration for this project that includes research 

and development will take about 8 months. 

The next .huptcr rives brief explanation on topics researched and studies that are 

r ·I ·v1111t to this project. It is the combination between literature search and literature 

r ·vi .w 11hout tools aud t .chnolo tics. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

2.1 Network Security Threat 

2.J .1 Denial of Service (DoS) 

Denial of service (DoS) attacks where one user can render the system unusable for 

legitimate users by "hogging" a resource or destroying resources using multi-user, 

multi-tasking operating systems. DOS attacks are denied you access to your own system 

or network and loss of service is related to a specific network service. such as e-mail or 

DNS. The most popular DOS attack is the flood attack which much or properly 

formatted packets arc directed sent t() your systems. Typi .ally, the malicious traffic 

consists of I 'MP control packets sent throu ih the TCP or UDP protocol. This attack is 

become popular because of the easily, effectiveness, and anonymity associated with 

some activity. The hackers use pushbutton scripts which available download from the 

Internet to run the flood attack. The effectiveness of these attacks can be amplified 

through the use of D-DOS attack methods, via hacked computers or improperly 

configured networks. Some examples of available tools for carrying out such D-DOS 

attacks are smurf, fraggle. and SYN Flood. 

Nowadays, hackers have identified weaknesses in the implementation of many TCP/IP 

implemcntat ions that .aus c . ys terns to crash when subjected to very specific packet 

Iormuts. Th T • ar · even tools that many weaknesses package into a single attack script, 

so Ihat :it th· push or n button an attacker can launch a stream of packets that are known 

to disrupt ·0111111on TCP/IP implementations. Fortunately, when these weaknesses come 

lo Ii ;Iii, th· produ ·t d .vclopcrs rush lo make a patch available to fix the vulnerability. 

I 0 
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With this reason, it is so important to keep all or the equipment connected lo your 

network patched with the latest software or firmware updates. It is important to note that 

we cannot totally eliminate the affects of a DOS attack. DOS attacks are sequence used 

to make the system lag to response to IP-address spoofing during an attempt to gain 

access to a related system. As a result, a DOS attack on one part of a network may signal 

an intrusion attempt on another part. DOS activity should never be ignored by the 

system administrator. it should be logged and tracked to its source. 

2.1.2 Eavesdropping 

racker use cavcsdroppin • to 111;1ke a corupl ·1 • trans .rip: of network activity to uun 

some sensitive information, such us passwords, data, and procedures for performing 

functions. It is possible for cracker to eavesdrop by wiretapping, eavesdropping by radio 

and eavesdropping via helping ports on terminals. It is also possible to eavesdrop using 

software that monitors packets sent over the network. It is difficult to detect that a 

cracker is eavesdropping. 

Many network programs, such as telnet and tip are vulnerable to eavesdroppers gaining 

passwords which are often sent acros · the network unencrypted. Network programs 

which involve file transfer ar easily to eavesdroppers gaining the contents of files. 

Encryption can he used to prevent eavesdroppers from obtaining data traveling over 

uns · .urcd networks. 

11 
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2.1.3 Trojan Horse 

Trojan is a small program which runs on a workstation. Many Trojan tools can 

download from thousands of places around the globe like internet, computer bulletin 

boards, "underground" computer society's hacker BBS sites, computer user groups, mail 

order and friends. Trojan is using for record every key that u press, including your 

username and password when you access any computer network. Hackers use this 

recording of your username and password wi 11 be retrieved for ii legal purposes. 

Trojan can easy access into your network by 111a11y ways. !\ ·or11111011 method is 

physically load onto the workstation by insert the disk ·tt' which .ontniniru; the Trojan. 

Besides that, Trojan can be installed by email where Trojan is sent to that workstation 

and debug the scripts. Trojan also can directly install it into the PC when that PC using 

the internet, FTP, and telnet. A Trojan can also be copied from one workstation to 

another using these or a variety of other methods. 

You can take some methods to protect yourself against Trojan threats. Security policy 

prohibiting the installation or execution of unauthorized oftware can help prevent 

Trojan attack. More stringent policy which prohibits the introduction or removal of any 

diskettes or electronic data media better prevents these methods of installation. Besides 

that, usinu the security tools to scan all th e-mail to prevent the Trojan access your PC 

s st ·111 which s ·nt by e-mail. 

2.1.4 11' Spoofing 

IP :-:puolin; is 11011·01'1m;lhod o lattackin 1 network to rain unauthorized access. 

I . 
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IP spoofing attacks based on internet communication between distant computers is 

handled by routers which find the best route by finding the destination address, but 

generally ignore the origination address. 

In spoofing attack, the hacker sends the message to a computer indicating the message is 

from a trusted system. First, the hacker must determine the IP address of a trusted 

system, then modify the packet headers to make that packets are coming from trusted 

system. The hacker is fooling the distant computer to believe that they are authorized 

user on the network. Then the hacker has established a connc .Iion that will allow them 

to gain access into the tar ict system. 

The solution to preventing IP spoofing is encrypting all network traffic to avoid source 

and destinations from being compromised. We also can implement cryptographic 

authentication system wide. We also can using router to configure network to reject the 

packets from internet that claim to originate from a local address. 

2.1.5 Password Attacks 

The use of password is a major point of vulnerability in computer security because 

password is most common method of authenticating user. Password attacks is the hacker 

min the user id and pa. sword for accc ing user system. The most common password 

uuucks nr · .ucssin ._brute force. and cracking. 

P:1ssword iu ·ssi11 ~ is the hacker entering common password either manually or using 

progr;11111ncd s .ripts. Pasxword .ucssiu • is usually not so powerful lo rain the password 
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because ii is laborious process. Besides that, password guessing need lo take more to 

guess the password and may be detected by user i f user got powerful computer security. 

Brute - force is hacker attacks password with follow the basic logic as password 

guessing but faster and more powerful. This tool is automatic to quickly find a working 

password and username before processing is detected by user. Brute - force attacks are 

more efficient than password guessing even both techniques are nearly same. 

Password cracking is more effective method for discovcrin • password to unlock a 

resource that has been secured with ii password. These attacks need si ini ficant level or· 

access lo launch, so the best defense is rcstriclinu and monitoring access privileges. 

Password cracking tools such as LpOphtcrack, LC3 and John The Ripper have easily to 

lunch the process of cracking passwords unless users are very careful to use hard to 

crack passwords using special characters such as "@&#. 

2.1.6 Port Scanning 

Port scanning is similar to a thief going through your neighborhood and checking every 

door and window on each house lo ce which ones are open and which ones are locked. 

Port-scanning is a useful tool for the hacker to use in enumerating access points to a 

network b 1 identifying open ports. Port scanning software is very easy to use, simply 

s ·nds t111t n request lo connect to the target computer on each port sequentially and 

1nnkl:s :1 11ot · of which ports responded or seem open to more in-depth probing. There 

11r · 1111111 pow .rlul s ·;11111crs avuilablc that have function for anti-intrusion detection. the 
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best beinu NM/\P. Most olport scanning software is running in transparence mode, can 

enumerate and map whole networks prior to attack. 

Some port scanning software also consists of using vulnerability scanners. Many of the 

scanners used by companies to monitor weaknesses in networks are also used by 

crackers and hackers to access of those networks. 

There are a variety of different scanners available and they all have different features or 

exploit functions. The most common types are: 

• Port Scanners - these just scan for the existence of ports 

• General Vulnerability Scanners - these will scan whole networks looking for 

devices and will test for general networking vulnerabilities. 

• Application Specific Vulnerability Scanners - these are usually used after a 

network has been mapped out and specific applications detected. They related to 

HTTP, FTP, SMTP, POP3, DNS, etc. 

2.1. 7 Packet Sniffing 

Packet sniffing is a technique of monitoring every packet that crosses the network and 

analyzin' network traffic, detecting bottleneck and problem. A packet sniffing is a tool 

tli:1t runnin • in computer network and monitor all network traffic. This is unlike standard 

11 .iwork hosts th:ll only rccci c traffic ent specifically to them. The security threat 

pr ·sc11lcd h sni Iler is their ability to capture all incoming and outgoing packet, 

i11cludi11r .lcnr-lcx! password» 1111d uscrnamcs or other sensitive material. Actually, 
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sniffer is impossible to detect because they arc passive in nature that mean they arc only 

collect data. I lowcvcr, some sni (fer is not fully passive, so they can be detected by 

ecurity tools. Packet sniffing can be run on both switched and non-switched networks. 

Packet sniffing has found two form to use. First is commercial packet sniffing is used to 

help maintain networks and monitoring networks. While underground packet sniffing is 

used by attackers to gain unauthorized access to remote hosts such as searching for 

clear-text usernames and passwords from the network. It also can be conversion of 

network traffic to human readable form. Besides that, packet sniffing al o can be 

analysis the network lo find the bottlenecks. IL :tlso c;111 act as network intrusion 

detection or monitor f'or hackers or unauthorized users. 

Packet sniffing is capturing and monitoring every packet sent in the network including 

packets not intended for it. It has a variety of ways to complete and depending on the 

type of network they are in. Basically, in network have two types of Ethernet 

environments there are Shared Ethernet and Switched Ethernet. 

2.1.7.1 Five Basic Components 

Packet sniffing is a combination of hardware and software, so this tool is composed of 

five basic components: 

Hardware 

rvtosl pack ·t snilfin • tool is software-based and work with standard operating system 

nnd NI('. I low •v .r, th Tc arc some special hardware are offered for additional benefits 

s11 .h ns ( 'y .lic Rcdund.u: ·y 'hcck(Cl<C) errors, volta ic problems, cable problems. jilter, 
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jabber, ncgot iat ion errors. Packet sn i lfo1g on I y support Ethernet or wireless adapters, so 

sometimes you will also need a hub or a cable taps lo connect to the existing cable. 

>- Capture Driver 

This is the part of the packet sniffer that is responsible for actually capturing the network 

traffic from the network. It also filter out the traffic that you want and store the data in a 

buffer. This is the main of packet sniffer to capture packets. 

)..- Buffer 

This is component stores the captured data. I :11;1 ·:111 be stored in the huller until ii is full, 

or in a rotation method such as 'round robin' where the latest data replaces the oldest 

data. Buffer can be disk-based or memory-based. 

~ Real-time analysis 

This feature analyzes the data as it comes off the cable. This help the packet sniffer to 

find network performance issues and network intrusion detection systems do this to look 

for signs of intruder activity. 

>- Decode 

This .omponcnt displays the contents of the packets which captured from the network 

with cl 'script ions so that it is human-readable. Decodes are specific to each protocol, so 

pn .kct sni IT.,. tend to vary in the number of decodes they currently support. However, 

11 .w d .codcx ur · constnntly bcin i addcd lo network analyzers. 
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2.1.7.2 Shared Ethernet 

In shared Ethernet environment, all hosts arc connected to the hubs and competition with 

one another for bandwidth. In here, one user sent packets are received by all other users 

because hubs allow for a single broadcast domain, such as when PC A wants to sent 

information to PCB, the information will pass to each computer on the network and say: 

"I am from PC A and looking for PC B." Because the information is transmitted to the 

computers on this LAN, sniffing the packets can be easily launched. 

When one of users on this LAN puts u network curd in promiscuous mode ;111d installs a 

sniffing program on a shared Ethernet, that us ·r will able lo collect all the packets on the 

network. The Iollowin • Ii rurc will describe the shared Ethernet environment. 

DI o: .. 101 
1.· j 

- 

Figure 2-1: Packets sent from PC to hub 
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D 10 D ClJ ·~~ siiWiJ r 1lt"-'cV1 11iiMn1 a~•1 
Serva" Wort. station Workstation ll\'orhs \J'ion \•Vcr tstahon 

- 
H b 

Figure 2-2: Hub forwards the trutfic to all PC 

2.1. 7.3 Switched Ethernet 

In Switched Ethernet environment, all hosts are connected to a switch. The switch 

maintains a table keeping tracks of each computer's MAC address and delivers the 

packets to a particular user's pc to the port on which that user's pc is connected. The 

switch is an intelligent device that sends the packets to the destined computer only and 

does not broadcast to all the pc on the network. This Switched Ethernet environment has 

a best network performance. Thus, most the network administrators assume attackers 

can't capture packet in a Switched Ethernet environment. 

2.1.7.4 Methods of Packet Sniffing 

Packet sui [fin 1 has three type of sniffing methods. Some methods work in non-switched 

nnd olli •rs work in switched networks. The sniffing methods are IP-based sniffing, 

M/\C-lrnscd snilfo11, und /\RP-based sniffing. 
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•!• IP-based snitfin 1 - this is original way of sniffing packet. It work by plug-in the 

network card into prorni cuous mode and sniffing all packets which match with 

1 P address. This way is hard works in switched networks because switch has IP 

address filter. However, without IP address filter, it can easily capture all the 

packets. 

•!• MAC-based sniffing - this methods work by putting network card into 

promiscuous mode and sniffing all packets matching all the MAC address. 

•!• ARP-based sniffing - this methods is different because it not plug-in the 

network card into promiscuous mode because !\RP packets will be sent to us. It 

is due to !\RI' protocol is random, so sniffin • ·;111 be done on the switched 

network. To launch in' this attacks, first must have poison the !\RP cache of the 

two hosts that you want to sniff and identifying yourself as the other host in the 

network. Once the ARP caches are poisoned, the two host start their connection 

then sending the traffic directly to the other hosts. However, when in the middle 

sending the packets got other hosts to get the packets. Then modify the packets 

and send it to real intended host. This is called man-in-the-middle attack. See the 

Figure 2-1 in below to understand the way it works. 
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:MA\... - 01 :OJ :01 :01 :01 :01 
IP - 192.168.1.1 

M.AC - 02:0202:020202 
IP - 192.168.1.2 

Host l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Host 2 

MAC - 03:03:03:03:03:03 
IP - 192.168.1.3 

~--------~Attackerf----------- 

Legend: 

logical connection 
real connection 

1~ igurc 2-3: ARP Sniffing Method Reference I 1 l 

Some attackers using snilfinu methods to do unauthorized access, so some anti-sniffing 

tool is made to detect hosts on :111 Lthcrncl I IP network segment when attackers 

promiscuous gathering data. 1 lowcvcr, current anti-sniffing version is only work on non- 

switched network. Anti-sniffing perform different types of tests to determine whether a 

host is in promiscuous mode. Anti-sniffing has 3 tests to detect the attackers. There are 

DNS tests and operating system specific tests. 

•:• DNS tests - this test is based on packet sniffing tools perform IP address to 

name lookups to provide DNS names in place of IP addresses. Attackers use this 

information to sniff packet because most of the time hosts are named for what 

they provide such as mail server being named mail.abc.com. To test this, anti- 

sniffer place the network card into promiscuous mode and sends the packets out 

onto the network aimed to bogus hosts. If any name lookups from bogus hosts 

111T sc ·11, u sniffer miuht be in action on the host performing the lookups. 
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•!• Opera! inu system spcci fie tests tlris lest is aimed at certain operating system. 

There is the ARP test that is designed for Microsoft windows 95, 98, and NT. 

Another is called Ether Ping test which designed for Linux and NetBSD kernel. 

);> ARP test - this test is to exploit the flaw found in Microsoft operating 

system analyze broadcast ARP packets. The network card driver checks 

for MAC address being that of the network card for unicast packet when 

in promiscuous mode. But, that only checks the first octet of the MAC 

address to determine that packet is broadcast or not. 'Io test this flaw. 

send a packet with MAC address or lF: 00: 00: 00: 00: 00 and the correct 

des ti nation IP address or t lie host. M icroso Ii OS using the flawed d ri vcr 

to respond while in promiscuous mode. 

>-- Ether Ping test - In Linux kernels there is a specific condition that allows 

users to determine whether a hosts is in promiscuous mode or not. Every 

packet is passed on to OS when a network card is placed in promiscuous 

mode. Some Linux kernel is looking at IP address only in the packets to 

determine whether they should be processed or not. Anti sniffer always 

send the packets with a bogu MAC address and valid IP address to text 

for this flaw. To get a response, an ICMP echo request message is sent 

within the beau packet leading to vulnerable hosts in promiscuous mode 

to respond. 
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'~ 2.J. 7.5 Methods of Dctcctiuu Sniffer Reference 121 

In the network which runs at promiscuous mode is very hard to detect sniffer. It is 

because sniffer is used the powerful tool to capture packets from the network. There are 

some ways may help you to find a sniffer on the network: 

~ Run your own sniffer and monitor the DNS traffic of nominated host; 

~ Judge from some status, for example, if the rate of lost packets on your network 

communication is abnormally high, or one machine on network occupies biggish 

bandwidth for a long time, it may imply that a sniffer has been existed on your 

network; 

)...- heck whether your system IS Ill promiscuous mode, i I' yes, ii sni (Icr may be 

running al the same time: 

).- Use anti-sniffer software to carch sniffer in our system. 

2.1. 7.5 Methods of Defending Sniffer 

Nowadays, still no any effective solution can be used to defense sniffer against its 

installation and attack to our systems. A lot of methods will be done by Network 

administrators to reduce the chances of attacked by sniffers. The most popular methods 

are always used as follow : 

>-- Switch 

Mostly xni Ifcr prefer working on hub, it may make sniffer disable to replace the 

huh i11 your computer with a switch which transfers packets according as 
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destinations 011 network layer. To dale with the cost and price decreasing greatly, 

switch is becoming a main sniffer defense tool both effective and economic. 

>:> Encryption 

Encrypting your data can reduce the effects of sniffer to your private information 

for that even a sniffer can capture all important data from you. Jt is due to they 

can not decode and read data which captured from you. 

Y SSH (Sccu re Shell) 

SSI I is a protocol offcrinu secure corrununic.uion lor application programs, 

bused on client I server mode. The distributive port of SSI I server is 22, and links 

arc built on RSA method. When authorization is complete, data transmitting will 

be encrypted with IDEA technique which is powerful generally. 

F-SSH is the higher level of SSH, usually used by military communication. lt 

offers the most powerful encryption for all purposes. That means if F-SSH is 

used on a site point, usernarne and password will be not very important. At 

present, F-SSH is still the most advanced encryption and no one can pierce into it. 

>-- SSL (Secure Sockets layer) 

SSL initially presented by Netscape Corporation for the purpose of transferring 

dnt11 sccrctl and confidentially on Internet and has been applied widely on web. 

SSL provides services from three aspects mainly: 

• Id .nli ly user and server to make sure data will be sent lo right client and 
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• Encrypt data to hick transmitted data; 

• Keep data's integrity and prevent them from being modified during 

transferring. 

Except above encryption techniques, there are some other tools you can try, like 

Kerberos, Deslogin, VPN, and SMB/CJFS. 

Sniffer can work only in promiscuous mode, so it is crucial whether your system is in 

such mode or not. Jn the past, most network interface cards of DOS compatible 

computers did not support promiscuous mode but now it is th · reverse. You sha II 

enquiry system provider about the mode or your network iutcrfa .c, 

2.2 TCP/ IP 

TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol) is a name given to the 

collection or suite of networking protocols that have been used to construct the global 

Internet. TCP/JP is a set of protocols developed to allow all computers to share resources 

across a network. It was developed by a community of researchers centered on the 

Arpanet. Arpanet is the best-known TCP/IP network. 

T P/IP is consists two of the protocols in this suite called TCP (Transmission Control 

Protocol) and IP (Internet Protocol). These protocols work together to provide a basic 

11etworki11._: l'rarne' ork that is used by much different application protocols. TCP/IP 

protocols nrc used on the internet and intranet. 
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Although the OSI reference model is universally recognized, the historical and technical 

open standard of the Internet is Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 

(TCP/IP). The TCP/IP reference model and the TCP/IP protocol stack make data 

communication possible between any two computers, anywhere in the world. Normally, 

networking protocols consist of different layers, with each layer responsible for a 

different aspect of the communication. The TCP/IP protocol suite is the combination of 

different protocols at various layers. TCP/IP is normally considered to be comprised of 4 

layers, where each layer has its own specific responsibility 

Applicatlou Lay r T. h t. FT . -mr ii. · t c. 

Transport Layer TCP. UDP 

Internet Layer IF', I Cfv1P, I c,rv1F' 

I ::-.·etwork access Layer Device driver and interface card, ARP, RARP 

Figure 2-4: TCP/IP model 

Application Layer 

):> Handles high level protocols. issues of representation, encoding, and dialog 

control. 

)...- The T P/IP .ornbincs all issues related to application into one layer, and 

assures this data is properly packaged for the next layer. 

Transport Layer 
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)...> Deals with the quality or service issues or reliability, now control, and error 

correction. 

» The transmission control protocol (TCP), provides excellent and flexible 

ways to create reliable, well-flowing, low-error network communications. 

).> TCP is a connection-oriented protocol. It dialogues between source and 

destination while packaging application layer information into units called 

segments. 

)...> Connection-oriented means that Layer 4 segments travel back and forth 

between two hosts to acknowlcd re the connection exists lo •ically for some 

period (packet xwitchin 1). 

Internet Layer 

)..- The purpose or the internet layer is to send source packets from any network 

on the internet work and have them arrive at the destination independent of 

the path and networks they took to get there. 

» The specific protocol that governs this layer is called the Internet protocol 

(IP). Best path determination and packet switching occur at this layer. 

» In an analogy of the postal system. When you mail a letter, you don't care 

how it gets there (there arc various possible routes), but you do care that it 

::JtT!VC. 

Network Access Layer 

:... The name or this layer is very broad and somewhat confusing. Jt is also 

called the host-to-network layer. 
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>:>- It is the layer that is concerned with all of the issues that an IP packet 

requires lo actually make a physical link. It includes the LAN and WAN 

technology details, and all the details in the OSI physical and data link layers. 

In the TCP/IP model, regardless of which application requests network services, and 

regardless of which transport protocol is used, there is only one network protocol - 

internet protocol, or IP. This is a deliberate design decision. IP serves as a universal 

protocol that allows any computer, anywhere, to communicate at any time. 

~i\pplkation R Larr -· 
Tranl!por·t 

Laser 

Internet 
Lavar 

:\RP 

network interface 

Figure 2-5: TCP/IP model 

There arc many different protocols in the TCP/IP protocol suite. 

).. T 'P is one of the two predominant transport layer protocols. It uses IP as the 

network layer. T P provide reliable transmission of data over a logical 

conn • ·t ion to I ITTP 
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)..> IP is the 111:1111 protocol at the internet layer. Lv(.;ry piece of data that gets 

transferred around an internet layer goes through the IP layer at both end systems 

and at every intermediate router. IP provide unreliable transmission of IP 

datagram across an IP network. 

~ JCMP is an attachment to IP. It is used by the IP layer to exchange error 

messages and other vital information with the IP layer in another host or router. 

>-- Ethernet provide service to IP by giving transmission of a frame across an 

Ethernet segment for IP. 

r ;\RP is a specialized protocol used only with certain types of network iutcrfnccs 

like Ethernet and token rin ',to convert between the address used by the IP layer 

and the address used hy the network interface, 

2.2.J Socket 

A socket is one endpoint of a two-way communication link between two programs 

running on the network. A socket is bound to a port number so that the TCP layer can 

identify the application that data is destined to be sent. A socket is the combination of an 

IP address and a port number. A socket is also a virtual communication conduit between 

two processes. These processes may be local or remote. 

Basically, a server runs on specific computer and has a socket that is bound to a specific 

port 1H1111h .r. Then th· server just waits for listening to the socket for client to make 

connc ·t ion r .qucxt. 
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On the client silk, the client only knows the server hostnarne and the port number to 

which the server is connected. The client tries to contact with the server on the server 

machine and port when connection request is establish. 

~--~ connection 
request 

client 

Figure 2-6: Client make connection request 

On the server side, server will accepts connection if everything goes well. When server 

accepts the connection, it gc.:ts new socket bound to a different port. It needs new socket 

which consequently a different port number so that it can continue to listen to the 

original socket for connection requests while tending to the needs of the connected client. 

r-, 
r"'1'<---~ 

0 __.~., r 
connectio~/·--~ 1 ____ ..... -- ,_......-'---------' 

------- 
client 

Figure 2-7: Server accept connection request 

On the client ide, if connection is accepted, a socket is created successful and the client 

can use the socket to communicate with the server. The client and server can 

communicnt · each other b 'writing or reading from their socket. 
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2.2.2 Port 

Port arc used in the TCP to name the ends of logical connections which carry long term 

conversations. For the purpose of providing services to unknown callers, a service 

contact port is defined. This list specifies the port used by the server process as its 

contact port. The contact port is sometimes called the "well-known port". A connected 

application must be bound to at least one port. Binding means that a port is assigned to a 

socket used by an application. The application is registered with the system. All 

incoming packets that contain the port number or the application in the packet header are 

given to the application socket. 

The port numbers arc divided into three ran .cs: the Well Known Ports, the Registered 

Ports, and the Dynamic and/or Private Ports. The Well Known Ports are those from O 

through I 023. The Registered Ports are those from I 024 through 49151 The Dynamic 

and/or Private Ports are those from 49152 through 65535. The Well Known Ports are 

assigned by the JANA and on most systems can only be used by system (or root) 

processes or by programs executed by privileged users. To the extent possible, these 

same port assignments are used with the UDP. The range for assigned ports managed by 

the !ANA is 0-1023. There are lists of ports that defined as mentioned above and some 

example are given as follow: 

Service 

FTP 

SSll 
Tl·:LNl~T 

T P Notes 
File Transfer Protocol [Control] 

2..... Secure hcl I 
T<.:l11d 
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1SMTP 125 
DNS 153 

,Who is++ 163 

,TFTP :69 
I 
HTTP 80 r----- I ,,..._.·.-·-~ .. " '88 Kerberos 
,POP3 i 101 
r--·"-~- ..,..., ... _., '"" 

1SNMP 161 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
Domain Name Server 

1Whois++ 
!Trivial File Transfer 
Hyper'Text Transfer Protocol (e.g. for: 
:web browsing). 
Kerberos 

·- iPo~t Offi~e Protocol - Version 3 
r-r-r-r-r-r-r--: isTi;~J;1~-N~t~~r_k_M~n~g~·,~~~;tf)~~1~-~~r - 

Table 2-1: reserved ports assigned lists 

2.3 Analysis Studies 

2.3.1 Case Study I - Distinct Network Monitor Reference [3] 

fjle ~lew CQnflgure ~apture e,eports [ools ~lndow i:Jelp 

Dst Port .. T .. Description Packet 

•14 
15 

016 •11 
e18 

19 
20 
21 
22 

•fl 
• 24 62 

Length ! Time ( s) , Src IP Dst IP Src Port 
243 5. 263 202.185.109.172 202.185.109.191 138 
60 6. 201 
175 6. 358 202.185.110.128 239. 255. 255. 250 1030 
62 7. 057 202. 185. 109 .188 224. o. o. 2 1985 
62 7.122 202.185.109.189 224. o. o. 2 1985 
74 7 .150 202.185.109.188 224.0.0.10 
60 8. 082 
60 8.195 
74 9. 378 202.185.109.189 224. o. 0.10 

138 Sl!B Command Sl!B _ COi!_ TRANSACTION Re ... 
STP Configuration 

1900 UDP iadl -> ssdp len: 141 
1985 UDP hsrp -> hsrp len: 28 
1985 UDP hsrp -> hsrp len: 28 

IGRP Request 
Ethe met OO:OD:BD:EB:A3:AD -> 00:0 ... 
STP Configuration 

14•tllMl'·k"~fM¥1•1•1 
10.062 202.185.109.189 224.0.0.2 UDP nsrp -> hsrp len: 28 

IGRP Request, 

&•i•ltu·M·Yi·Mbffl4i HA 1985 1985 

- '::J UDP: Source Port 1985 (hsrp) -> Destination Port 1985 (hsrp}. 
The Source IP Address 202.185.109.188 contacts the destination IP Address 
224. 0. 0. 2 ui th 20 bytes of hi9her protocol data 
• Source Port: 1985 (hsrp) 
• Destination Por t: 1965 (hsrp) 
• TI1c Jen9th of tMs dataQam including the header: 28 bytes 
• Chcckswn: Ox4705 

' U Jll: Source IP Z02.16S.l09.l88 ->Destination IP 224.0.0.2 
J\e~ i110t1011 addte" i' e multicast addre5'. 
TI1i~ do agcam l~ no rragmen ed. 
lP con ·0111' 28 by ce of higher protocol data 

·I u Eu1-1nel: ~OULC II.AC 00:04:CO:F8:02:44 ->Destination l!AC Ol:OO:SE:00:00:02 
l rv.1 

0000 01 00 SE 00 00 02 00 04 CO .. A ..... ii 
0009 rs 02 44 00 oo 45 co oo 30 0.D .. EA.O 
0012 00 00 00 00 02 11 9F 85 CA ...... Y .. 
OOlB B9 6D BC EO 00 00 02 07 Cl 'mlo;a ..•. A 
0024 07 Cl 00 lC 47 05 00 00 08 .A .. G •••• 
002D 03 OA 6E 00 00 63 69 73 63 .. n .. crsc 
0036 6F 00 00 00 CA B9 6D BE o .... 'm\ 

Ii igurc 2-8: Distinct' Network Monitor 
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The Distinct Network Monitor is a network security tool which combines the packet 

sniffing tools and network monitoring. This tool as well as normal network monitoring 

because it can capture network traffic and translates the protocol into simple English and 

provide great details of the packets plus the analysis of the network by gathering the 

information provided by the packets at a specific period of time. 

This program show the basic information of the packets such as length of the packets, 

time, source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, and brief 

description of the segment like protocol and direction of the pack 'I. 

Capture j Advanced I Filters j Statistics I Ports I Agents j Display Headers j 

Select protocol header fields to be displayed in the packet summery view 
Available: Selected: 

.6.11 -> 

Date and Time 
Delta [in seconds] 
Source M.i'l.C Address 
Destination M.6.C Address 
TCP Sequence 
TCP Acknowledcernent 
TCP Flags 
TCP window 

Packet Number 
l.enoth 
Time (in seconds] 
S ource IP Address 
Destination IP Address 
S ource Port 
Destination Port 
Description 

< .. 6.11 

I OK Cancel 

J• igurc 2-9: onfiguration 
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Before running this program, configuration must be done first to make sure what the 

details information of the packets user need. Normally user is want to see the 

·information are packet number, length, time, source and destination IP address, source 

and destination port and description. These features must be adding before starting to 

capture the packets and just can show the result same with Figure 2-9. 

User can view the statistic of the traffic by categories it with distribution like IP 

Protocols Distribution, IP Traffic Distribution by IP Address. Subnet Traffic 

Distribution by MJ\C address, Packet Size I istribution and Summary. 

Network Protocols Dlstrlhutlon 
Captured from: 202.105.109.106 

(/) 

~ 6,000 
m 
~ 4,000 
1- 

2,000 

Olf:::::=::==~~~=====~==~==~====~========~====:±::==:Y 

0 IP (Ox0800) 
Top Network Protocols 

• BPDU-STP (Ox4242) 

D ARP (Ox0806) 

D (Ox9000) 

Network Protocol 
IP (Ox0800) 
BPDU-STP (Ox4242) 
ARP (Ox0806) 
Ox9000 

! Byte?c..:;ln.:___ _J_§y~s Out 
2395 2266 
0 0 
1ro M 
0 0 

Pass-throui;ih Bytes r Total Bytes ~~~~~--'~-'-"~~~-I 
2538 7199 
840 840 
60 264 
120 120 

Figure 2-10: Network Protocols Distribution 

As shown in figure 2-10, this distribution shows the total bytes pass through the network 

categorized by network protocols like IP and ARP in a graph. 
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62 

0 
0 
l 13 
0 

S'SIG 
OOG 
seo 
175 
60 

II' f'n:itor.01!1 Ohilrltmlion 
Captured trurn: 202.l 05.109.166 
Top P Prcrlocci~ 0 UC:P(H) 

~' S,000 i 4.ooo I 
~ S,000 
1, ... z.soo -; 

1.~o 
olkb=:d~~~;;;;;;;!~~~~~==~==~~~==~==~ 

Qi(M"(1) 

TCP (6) 

• E'tnl',L (10~J 

UDP (l7) 
TGRP (&OJ 
l(l"P (l) 
T•:Y {t•) 
E ''"'hL ( :03) 

2153 

0 

Figure 2-11: IP Protocols Distribution 

This distribution shows a list of transport protocols and the total number of bytes and 

packets transmitted for each one (figure 2-11). 

IP Traffic Distribution by IP Address 
Captured from: 202.185.109.186 

Top T81kers 0 202185109.186 
• 202185.107.1 
D 202185.109.189 
D 202185.109.188 
• 224.0.0.2 
D 20218s.107.1 
• 2240.0.10 
D 202185109.189 
• 20746106128 m 20746106128 

_All l~Aj~sse~--~ e _J Host Name __ I Sentl~----~~~.?:.~~!.e~-- :::_,_Iotal§.r~~ _5.!lnt P~~J.8~.~ac 202.185.109.186 L GX3339 1538 2113 3651 18 16 202.185.107.1 0 fsktm.um.edu.my 1491 0 1491 0 202.185.109.189 706 552 1258 10 6 202.185, 109.188 940 276 1216 14 3 224.0.0.2 M ALL -ROUTERS.MCAST .NET 0 868 868 0 14 202.185, 107.1 0 fsktm.um.edu.my 0 597 597 0 7 224.0.0.10 M lGRP-ROUTERS.MCAST.NET 0 592 592 0 8 202.185.109.189 L 434 0 434 7 0 207 .46.106.128 0 baym-cs128.msgr.hatm<1ll.cam 0 113 113 0 2 207.46.106.128 0 baym·cslZS.ms9r.hotmail.com 62 0 62 1 0 224.0.0.13 M PJM·ROUTERS.MCAST .NET 0 60 60 0 I 

Figure 2-12: IP Traffic Distribution 

This distribution shows the list of IP addresses that are active on the network 

sc •111c11t, showin • the total number of bytes sent and received by each IP address. The 

typ · or IP address is shown which may be L for an IP address on the local network, B 
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for a broadcast address, or M for multicast addresses. Note that if the system listed is not 

on the same hub. the traffic numbers do not indicate the total traffic for that system, but 

just the traffic created between it and other systems on the hub or switch being 

monitored. 

Subnet Traffic Distribution by MAC Address 
. Captured from: 202.185.109.186 

Top Talkers by M'IC Address D OOOD:S6:07:32DB 
• 00:02:7E:26:87:AO 
D OO:OO:OC:07:AC:OO 
D 00:04:CO:F8:0244 

· • 01:OO:SE00:00:02 
D OO:OD:BD:EB:A3:AD 
• 01:00:SEOO:OO:OA 
D 0180:C2:00:00 00 
• 0100:5E.7FFFFA 

00:02 7E:26·S? 68 

" 5,000 ii 4,000 
" 3,000 
~ 2,000 

1,000 

.~~.~~.~~!' ·---·-· _ If./ 1~01~.,!:!~me ····-- _ ·- . 
OO:OD:S6:07:32:DB GX333? 
00:02:7E:26:87:AO 202.165.109. I 09 
OO:OO:OC:07:f1C:OO 202. 185.109. 18? 
00:04:CO:F6:02:41 202. 105. 109. 100 
01 :00:5E:00:00:02 ALL·f( UTEfl. .MCAST.NgT 
OO:OD:OD:CO:A3:f1D 
01 :00:5E:OO:OO:OA 
01 :80:C2:00:00:00 
01 :OO:SE:7F:FF:FA 
00:02:7£:26:87:68 
FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF 
01 :OO:SE:OO:OO:OD 

I RP·R UTF.RS.MCAST,N T 

1331 
0 
960 
0 
0 
0 
350 
0 
0 

8·10 
626 
0 
144 
60 

840 
626 
350 
144 
60 

Sont Pe l<tits----1.B.cvd.~I 
28 20 
4 6 

10 14 
20 3 
0 20 
16 2 
0 12 
0 14 
0 5 
2 0 
0 3 
0 

239.255.255.250 

PIM-ROUTERS.MCAST.NET 

Figure 2-13: Subnet Traffic Distribution 

This distribution shows the list of MAC addresses that are active on the network 

segment and the total number of packets and bytes that were sent and received by each 

MAC address. This includes all packets whether IP or otherwise that are over Ethernet 

or Token Ring and may include packets that are not parsed by the Network Monitor 
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• 64 -127 

Packet Size Distribution 
Copturcd from: 202.185.109.186 

Pscket Sizes 

t 
"" 0 
" 0.. 
;; 
o ,__ 

0 •64 

0 128 - 255 

0 256-511 

64 - 127 
128 - 255 
256 - 511 
512 - 1023 
> 1023 

8 24 
6 0 
3 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Figure 2-14: Packet Size Distribution 

The Analysis of Packet size distribution showing the number of packets 

transmitted in various size ran res. 

s ununa ry 
Captured from: 202.185.109.186 

5U'f11Tl<Jry N::imo 
Stllrit lirnt; 
End Trnc 
Elopsed Tims 
Paused Time 
Co:pt1.1n: Trne 

I \/Illus 
OJ; 02:02 PM on Frid;:iy, July :lO, 20CM 
03: 02:33 PM on Fli:fo~·, July 30, 20CM 
0 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes and 30 seconds 
O davs, o baurc, o minutes and a ci;eccnd~ 
0 devs, 0 hours, 0 rrinutes ond 30 seconds 

lot.:I pacl<lets;/b)•tes seen by net.vorkada:lter(s;) 
Pa~~~s/byte~ fllered (>.J\ by the ((J(rerr. capt~Jre fllw 
ActUl:Y p~ckr::t~/bytes written to file 
Pac~s dropped bccousc of collisions 

100{ EN23 
oro 
100 I B"l23 
0 

r11ccmn9 pa ket~ 
OtJ(oaino peckets 
Pass-tlYough p<!ckcts 

20 
28 
52 

Figure 2-15: Summary Distribution 

This summary of the statistics recorded during the session areshown in this distribution. 

lrcngth: 

~ This pro iram has a friendly graphic user-interface for user to use it to capture the 

packet in small organization. 
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).:>. The result has to show all the details information about the packet like all IP 

address and hostnarnc are listed for sent and receive the packet. 

).:>. Total size of the packet which captured also has listed in the report. It can make 

the network administrator can know about the user's network activities. 

).:>. It also has the function to print put the summary distribution for the network 

administrator when use it to monitoring the network. 

Weakness: 

).:>. Very complicated software and certain users not easy to use it. 

2.3.2 Case Study 2 -AnologX Packetlvlnn Reference 141 

File Rules H~lp 
Status 

i Pecket monitor paused ... Stop 11 Resume 

ID Time Protocol Source IP Source Port Dest IP Dest Port Size 
1 00: 00: 00: 05: 609 TCP 202.185.65.180 3154 202185.109.178 445 48 2 00: 00: 00: 05 688 UDP 202.185.109.188 1985 224 0.0.2 1985 48 3 00:00:00:05:734 TCP 202.185.65.180 1055 202185.109.178 139 48 

00:00:00:05:968 UDP 202.185.109.189 1985 224.0.0.2 1985 48 s 00: 00: 00: 06: 500 TCP 202.185.65.180 3470 202.185.109.178 139 48 6 00: 00: 00: 06: 000 Unknown 202.185.109.189 224.0.0.10 60 7 00:00:00:06:031 UDP 202.185.109.169 631 202185.109.191 631 132 8 00:00:00:08:688 UDP 202.185.109.188 1985 224.0.0.2 1985 48 9 00: 00: 00: 08: 906 UDP 202.185109.189 1985 224.0.0.2 1985 48 10 00: 00: 00: 08: 313 Unknown 202.185.109.189 224.0.0.13 38 11 00:00:00:08:375 Unknown 202.185.109.188 224.0.0.10 60 12 0000:00:11:577 Unknown 202 .185 .109 .189 224.0.0.10 60 13 00:00:00:11:640 UDP 202.185.109.188 1985 224.0.0.2 1985 48 14 00:00:00:11 :827 TCP 202.185.65.180 3154 202.185.109.178 445 48 15 00: 00: 00: 11 : 906 UDP 202.185.109.189 1985 224.0.0.2 1985 48 16 00:00:00:11 :921 TCP 202.185.65.180 1055 202.185:109.178 139 48 17 00:00:00:12:531 TCP 202 .185 .65 .180 3470 202185.109.178 139 48 

Figure 2-16: AnalogX PacketMon 

The l'ackctjvlon is a packet monitoring that only can run in Windows 2000 and 

Windows XP platform. A lest on the program as was shown in above on interface 

2(L 185. I 09.186 and the pro tram was working properly to sniff the packets flow on the 
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network. Within five minutes this program was able to capture 17 packets and these 

packets are shown in a list of table. These packets are named with an ID and the time it 

was captured was recorded. Other information like protocol, source 1 P address, source 

port, destination JP address, destination port and packet size also can be resolved. 

The full detailed information of the packet in a new table will pop-up by double-clicks 

the specific packet in the table. The more detailed information is about fields in the 

Internet header like identifier, fragment offset, time to live, checksum, control flags and 

type of service. Besides the content of the packet in hexadecimal and ASCII code is also 

available to be displayed. 

Header inforrnetion 

r Include Raw Header 1 Display as only text r Trace « Prev I Next» I 

ID: 39 Time: 00: 00: 02 04: 609 
Protocol: ICMP (1) Version: v4 (20 bytes+ 0 bytes] 
Identifier: 17573 Fr<!!gment Offset: 0 
Time To Live: 128 hops Checksum: 8542 
Source Address: 202, 1 85. 1 09. 1 72 Dest Address: 202.185.1 091 86 

Control Flags: Ma_v Fragment I Last Fragment (0) 
Type of Service: Routine I Normal Dela_v /Normal Throughput/ Normal Reliability (0) 

00 00 42 SC OZ 00 11 00 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 .. B\ .... abcdefqh 
69 6A 6B 6C 6D 6E 6F 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 61 ijklm.nopqrstuvwa 
62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 bcdefqhi 

Figure 2-17: Detailed information for packet 

Strength: 

I. Shows the information of ach packet in a well organized list of table sorted with ID 

and time captured. 

2. I lave stop and resume function for sniffing. 

J() 
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3. Able to generate an "Unable to open raw socket, packet monitoring cancelled .. " error 

message when there was an error message and cancel the sniffing when unable to 

open the raw socket or the adapter does not exist. 

4. User can easily analyse the content of the packet in the Internet layer of the TCP/IP 

model (IP header) through the program. 

5. The "Include Raw Header" function enable user to view the packet separately the IP 

header and lP datagram. 

P Include Raw Header r Display as only text r Trace « Prev l Next» 
HEADEP.: 
4S 00 00 3C 44 .A.1$ 00 00 so 01 as 41 CA 9 t> AC ll. • <I> •••••• A •. :io. • CJ>. B9 GD BJ\. •. m .• 

DJ<.TA: 
00 00 41 ec 02: 00 12: 00 61 62: :!) G4 s c ? ee •• J>.\ •••• lb.bed t..,h 69 GA 6B GC GD GE 70 71 72: ?3 ?11 ?5 ?6 ~ ... 61 i )l~ ll>:ll'l.opqir :1euvv ,• ,. 
62: 63 G<l 6.5 tSG 7 l:><::d <;rhi 

Figure 2-18: Include raw header function 

2.3.3 Case Study 3 - The Ethereal Network Analyzer Reference [5] 

[lie £dlt Capture Display Tools 
Help I - - - - Nol Time I Source l Destination j Protocol j Info G 1-111111111 ·-·-· I ....... :-· ... 2 o. 000901 00:40:95:42:2f:9e ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff ARP Who has 10.0.0.2? Tell 1o.0. o. 3 0.000955 00:00:21:20:a0:05 00:40:95:42:2f:9e ARP 10.0.0.2 is at 00:00:21:2o:ao:o 4 0.001509 10.0.0.5 10. 0. 0. 2 NFS V2 CETATTR Reply XID Oxee9c59d6 5 0.646667 10. 0. 0. 2 10.0.0.5 NFS V2 LOOKUP Call XID Oxef9c59d6 6 o. 647631 10.0.0.5 10.0.0.2 NFS V2 LOOKUP Reply XID Oxef9c59d6 7 0.650313 10.0.0.2 10.0.0.5 NFS \12 LOOKUP Call XID Oxf09c59d6 8 0.651290 10.0.0.5 10. 0. 0. 2 NFS V2 LOOKUP Reply XID Oxf09c59d6 9 0.651530 10.0.0.2 10.0.0.5 NFS \12 LOOKUP Call XID Oxf19c59d6 10 0. 652470 10.0.0.5 10. 0. 0. 2 NFS V2 LOOKUP Reply XID Oxf19c59d6 11 0.652718 10. 0. 0. 2 10. 0. 0. 5 NFS V2 LOOKUP Call XID Oxf29c59d6 12 0.653655 10.0.0.5 10.0.0.2 NFS \12 LOOKUP Reply XID Oxf29c59d6 13 0.653883 10. o. 0. 2 10.0.0.5 NFS \12 LOOKUP Call XID Oxf39c59d6 14 0.654787 10.0.0.5 10. 0. 0. 2 NFS V2 LOOKUP Reply XID Oxf39c59d6 15 0.655023 10.0.0.2 10. 0. 0. 5 NFS \12 LOOKUP Call XID Oxf49c59d6 16 0. 655941 10.0.0.5 10.0.0.2 NFS \12 LOOKUP Reply XID Oxf49c59d6 17 0.656120 10.0.0.2 10. o. 0. 5 NFS V2 LOOKUP Call XID Oxf59c59d6 I 

III From 1 n w11 • 186 c p tu r d) 
llJ thorno 
ill Int rnot col 
I I Usu r ~ r n r r o 
lll Hv1110Lu 1'1 OCfldlJ1 t 
Ill N1•! \•,.wi 1 k- I ~ 1 

ocioo uu -ru q•, •12 ~' • g uo oo u111 o no o~· oo oo oo 40 11 
11!1, 0 (JO [1•, 0 20 DO 1 00 90 
illiJIJ (11) UO co 00 OU o·· 00 0'1 
~~,2 ~~ ~1 ~e 2Y Qq 21 2~ 29 
~ ========= j R set JI -euvo capture In progress» 

Figure 2-19: The Ethereal Network Analyzer 
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The Ethereal Network Analyzer is the software used lo capture the packets off the 

network and analyzer the packets. The Ethereal is best open source packet sniffing tool. 

It available use for Windows and UNIX and capture and display the packets like show 

on the figure 2-19. 

From that screen shot, Ethereal is contains of three windows: 

• First windows displays the summary information of the packets are 

captured. It displays some features such as time, source and destination 

IP address and MAC address, protocol, and info. By clicking on the 

packets will appear the other windows. 

• Second windows displ;1ys the details inform.uion or the packets arc 

captured. 

• Third windows displays the data of the packets are captured. 

The Ethereal Network Analyzer has the menu on the top of the screen. The menu 

contains file, edit, capture, display, tools, and help items and each of them also has their 

function. The following items: 

• File - to open and reload capture files, save capture files, print capture 

files, print packets and quit Ethereal program. 

• Edit - to find the frame and go to the frame, mark one or more frames, set 

your preference, create filters, and enable or disable the dissection of 

protocols. 

• Capture - lo start and stop the capture. 

·11 
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• Displays - lo modify display options, match selected frames, colorize 

frames, expand all frames, collapse all frames, show the packet m a 

separate window, and configure user specified decode. 

• Tools - to display loaded plug in, follow TCP stream, display hierarchy 

statistics. 

• Help - show the basic help. 

Strength: 

I. Friendly - Users interface and shows the information of each packet 111 list of 

table and time captured. 

2. Easy to start and stop capture the packets on the network with clicking capture 

button. 

3. Each packet can view the details easily by clicking the packets which captured 

off the network. 

4. It can save the packets are captured easily with clicking save button. 

Weakness: 

I. It not have display how many packets will sent and receive by the users. 

2. It combines the packet's IP address and MAC address and will see more complex. 

It no shows the summary report for all the packets are captured. 
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2.4 

2.-t.l Visual Basic 

A programming language and environment developed by Microsoft. Based on the 

BASIC language, Visual Basic was the first products to provide a graphical 

programming environment and a paint metaphor for developing user interfaces. Instead 

of worrying about syntax details, the Visual Basic programmer can add a substantial 

amount of code simply by dragging and dropping controls, such as buttons and dialog 

boxes, and then defining their appearance and behavior. 

Since its launch in 1990, the Visual l3<1sic approach has become the norm for 

programmin • langun res. Now there arc visual environments lor many programming 

languages, including C, C++, Pascal, and .lava. Visual Basic is sometimes called a Rapid 

Application Development (RAD) system because it enables programmers to quickly 

build prototype applications. 

2.4.2 CIC++ 

C programming language was developed at Bell Labs during the early I 970's. C is 

rather like Pascal or FORTRAN. Values are stored in variables. Programs are structured 

by defining and calling functions. Program flow is controlled using loops, if statements 

and function calls. ln] tit and output can be directed to the terminal or to files. Related 

data cuu be stored together in arrays or structures. 

('I I pro •ra111111i11 • Ian •uagc is an object-oriented programming. C++ is replacing the 

111or · lrndil ional structured pro •ra1n111ing techniques. Because C++ retains Casa subset, 
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it gains many of the attractive features ofthe C language, such as efficiency, closeness to 

the machine, and a variety or built-in types. A number of new features were added to 

C++ to make the language even more robust, many of which are not used by novice 

programmers. By introducing these new features here, we hope that you will begin to 

use them in your own programs early on and gain their benefits. Some of the features we 

will look at are the role of constants, in line expansion, references, declaration statements, 

user defined types, overloading, and the free store. 

2.4.3 C# 

Ctl (pronounced '-Sharp, just like in musical notation) is :1 IH;w Ian •uage (or Windows 

applications intended as :111 alternative to the main previous languages, C++ and VB. C# 

is Developed at Microsoft by a team led by Anders Hejlsberg and Scott Wiltarnuth. It 

incorporated into .NET platform which can use as Web based applications and. C# also 

as network programming by quickly prototype and deploy network applications using 

C# classes. Combining the C# Forms library to write the graphical code with the C# 

Socket library to write the networking code makes creating professional network 

applications simple. With C# network classes, what used to take a day to write often 

only takes an hour or le s. The C# language. a close cousin to Java, is a new object 

oriented programming language (OOPL) designed to work within the .NET framework. 

I! improves upon many of the vague or ill-defined areas of C++ that frequently lead 

!)I'll •r:1111111 Ts into trouble. ii is a strongly-typed, object-oriented language designed to 

giv · lhc optin111111 blend of simplicity, expressiveness, and performance. 

·l·I 
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2..t.4 JAVA 

Java is an object-oriented programming language with a built-in application 

programming interface (API) that can handle graphics and user interfaces. It can be used 

to create applications or applets. Because of its rich set of APl's, similar to Macintosh 

and Windows, and its platform independence, Java can also be thought of as a platform 

in itself. Java also has standard libraries for doing mathematics. 

Java's syntax most is the same as C and C++. One major difference is that Java does not 

have pointers but the bi 1gesl di lfcrcncc is that you must write object oriented code i11 

Java. Procedural pieces or code can only be cmhcdd .d in objects. In the following we 

assume that the reader has some larniliarity with n programming language. In particular, 

some familiarity with the syntax of C/C++ is useful. 

In Java we distinguish between applications, which are programs that perform the same 

functions as those written in other programming languages. Java can be embedded in a 

Web page and accessed over the Internet with using applets. 

Comparison of C/C++, C# and JAVA Language 

Java C# C++ 

Objcct-Oricn ta tion Hybrid Hybrid Hybrid I Multi- 
Paradigm 

- 
Static I Dynamic 

Static Static Static Typing . -- - 
Generic Classes No No Yes . ----- ~~·- --- 

Single class, multiple Single class, 
lnherituucc mtcrlaccs multiple Multiple 

intcl"faccs ,_ - ·- - - - l'l'ai ure l{c11a111i11g No No No 
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.. Inva C# C++ 
Method Ycs Yes Yes __Qvcrloading 
Operator No Yes Yes Overloadin!L 

Higher Order No No No Functions 
Lexical Closures No No No 

Garbage Collection Mark and Sweep or Mark and Sweep 
None Generational or Generational 

Class Variables I 
Yes Yes Yes Methods - 

Reflection Yes Yes No 

public, protected, public, protected, 
public. protected. Access Control private, internal, "package", private 

protected internal private. "friends" 

Desizn by Contract No No No ----- ·---- -· -~ultithrcad~g Yi.:s Yes Lihrnrii.:s - - - - - - - - - -- -- Regular 
Standard I .ihrury S1·11111lanl Lihrnry No Ex1ncssions - .. -- --- --- -;·+- ... -· --- ... - ...... ...._;_ i--~ 

Pointer Arithmetic No Yes Yes _,, - ....... --· .. - ---- - Language C. some c-1-1 All .NET 
C, Assembler Integration Languages 

Built-In Secu riry Yes Yes No 
Obiect-Oriented Features 

Encapsulation I 
Yes Yes Yes Information Hiding 

Inheritance Yes Yes Yes 
Polymorphism I 

Yes Yes Yes Dynamic Binding 
All pre-defined 

No No No tvnes are Objects 
All operations are No No No messages to Objects 
All user-defined 

Yes Yes No types are Objects 

Table 2-2: Comparison among the three Languages 
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2.5 Operating System 

O~erating Unique Reload Total Share Graph System 
Windows 98 117,796 77,470 195,266 55.84% ~--- 
Windows 2000 I XP 47,576 35,597 83, 173 22.55%- - """' .... '°" - .... 
Other/unknown 16,818 8,910 25,728 7.97% .... - Windows 95 9,287 6,802 16,089 4.40% 

, .. ............., - .........- 
Windows ME 8,302 7,864 16, 166 394% ;;; 
Windows NT 8,248 5,596 13,844 3.91% ......::. 
Linux 2 1,567 598 2, 165 0.74% J 
MacOS 1,014 278 1,292 0.48% 
Unix/unknown 32 3 35 0.02% 
OS/2 3 0 3 0.00% I 

Table 2-3: Operating System S1alis1ic R .lcrcnce 161 

!\n Operating system is a set of pro •r;1111s lhal controls the hardware of ii computer how 

to works. !\n operating system deals with the loading of oftwarc and management of 

memory. The operating system enables applications to save files to disk or print them 

via the printer. The operating system also determines what applications software will run 

on it. For security, OS ensures that unauthorized users do not access the system. The 

most widely used operating systems are llindows, UNUX and UNIX 

2.5.1 UNIX 

UNIX is a much older operating ystern that wa created in the late 1960s. UNIX is a 

la /crcd OS. NI is interacting dirccrlj with the hardware and provides the services to 

tli · 11s .r pro muns. Unix provide a sci or standard system calls for accessing a file, 

stnrli11 • or 11pdnti11g n ·co1111ti11 • records, changing ownership of a file or directory, 

.hnu •i11 • to a 11c\V dir .ctory, .rcatin 1, suspcndin ', or killing a process, enabling access 

to hnrdwnr · d .vic ''i, urnl scttin • limit» 011 xystcm resources. 
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UNIX is a multi-user, multi-tasking operating system. You can have many users logged 

into a system simultaneously, each running many programs. UNIX keep each process 

and user separate and to regulate access to system hardware, including CPU, memory, 

disk and other 1/0 devices. 

Pros: was written for powerful microcomputer systems and has strong multi-tasking 

capability 

manage large quantities of memory we! I 

not frequently crash 

performs very well in a nctwork inu environment 

support for remote mann icmcnt 

Cons: - Unix industry standards arc not uniform 

requires powerful, large microcomputer system 

no user-friendly GUI 

does not include some customized applications development and web 

publishing features that Windows has 

2.5.2 Linux 

Linux is a free 01 en source operating ystern originally developed by Linus Torvalds in 

the curly I 990s. It was released as open source and remains a worldwide developed 

op irutiu • s st ·111 11111i11ly disiributcd via the Internet. 

I ,i1111x h · ·0111 · n populur opcrutin • system for Internet/ intranet serving purposes. With a 

lio.·t of pcrlunuuu .c rnli1111 · ·11H.:11ts tltat will benefit Web sites and Internet sites of all 

:i·1.l'S. Linux ll;1s 111;1dc pro •n.:s.', prunnri ly i11 funcuonality important to lutcrnct 

·IX 
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infrastructure and Web server capabilities, including a greater selection of drivers, easier 

installation, and GUI-based front ends for Web administration and window management. 

Pros: better network management tools 

new support for SMP and RAJD arrays 

improved compiler performance 

Cons: - reliance on Red Hat tools to the detriment of system administrators 

Administration tools are less sophisticated than those found in more mature 

Unix version 

2.5.3 Macintosh 

The Macintosh operating system runs on Macintosh computer. It offers a high-quality 

graphical user interface and is very easy to use. The Macintosh operating system is 

contained in two primary files - the system file and the Finder which work together to 

perform the standard operating system procedures, such as copying files, erasing files 

and running application programs. ln addition, the system file and the Finder also 

manage the user interface, display menu and activate tasks that chosen by the user from 

the menus. 

Pros: multi-tusking system Iha! allows more than one application to run at one time 

supported Graphical scr interface (GUI) 

·ns 1 lo learn and use 

( 'ous: - 

11)111\!I I• Jar J • quantities or memory 

111011:-;c si'ills vitnl to rca ·t with the opcratin • system 

.ompulihlc xollwar · 110! alw:1ys easily available 
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requires expensive hardware 

hi torically not viewed as a professional computer but more towards 

education and game playing 

2.5.4 Windows XP 

Windows XP is Microsoft latest version of popular windows operating system. 

Windows XP has two version, home and professional version. Both of two versions have 

a sleek and clean new interface that is more customizable than before and it looks treat, 

with rounded window corners, lar icr and more detailed icons, and a clean-look desktop 

that on first installation shows only the taskbur and recycle bin. 

Both of two versions provide Fast User Switching is a great feature for computers used 

by more than one person. It lets another user log on without killing the other user's 

session. When you switch back, running applications and open documents are there as 

you left them. This is impressive, but what really counts is that XP properly understands 

how to deal with multiple users. Each user has their own special folders, like My 

Documents, which cannot be seen by other users. 

XP professional version has be t perf rmance in LAN, the Network Setup wizard 

simplifies scuing up u network, nn l there is built-in support for 802.11. This is peer-to 

pc .r 11 .tvvork in i. nnd '<HI .un also .onncct to a domain resource such as a shared 

directory or printer h entering u user name and password. Business users' note: unlike 

Windows <)8 or Ml~. ·111111ot join a Windows server domain, so the networking is peer-to 

p · ·r on I . 

. () 
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Pro provides better integration of Windows 9x and Window NT that did 

Windows 2000 

uses slightly more total memory for the OS to add features than does 

Windows 2000 

offers significant GUI enhancements 

built-in support for compresses files 

advanced file sorting options 

more stable and improve troubleshootin 'tools 

ons: - requires nearly I GB hard drive space 

Programs used with Windows X P may need more than minimum system 

specification nearly eliminates support for device drivers not approved by 

Microsoft. Security concerns with centralized storage of on-line information 

is Microsoft Passport, a repository of the user IDs and passwords that users 

use on the internet 

2.6 Authoring Tools 

2.6.1 Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 

Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 200 1s a oftware development tool designed for 

pro >ra111111crs to build software and application tools. It combine VS.NET and 

pro 'r;1111111in 1 Inn iuu ic Cl/ toucthcr and provide a very intuitive and user friendly 

iuterfn · · l(ff Ii· •i1111i11~' pm •rammcr. 

Minosoll Yi.-unl Studio .Nl:T _()(). enhances, further refines, and is highly compatible 

with ii~ pr .d .ccssor. With Visual Studio .Nl~T 200 , the intc irutcd development 

') l 
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environment (I DE) provides a consistent interface for all languages, including Microsoft 

Visual Basic .NET, Microsoft Visual C++ .NET, Microsoft Visual C# .NET, and 

Microsoft Visual J# .NET. Using the language best suited to your skill set, you can take 

advantage of shared visual designers to build rich Windows-based applications and 

dynamic Web applications that render in any browser. 

Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 enables developers to build Internet applications. It 

also provides developers with the tools for integrating solutions across operating systems 

and languages. With Visual Studio .NLT, developers ·~111 easily convert existing 

business logic into reusable XMI, Web Services, cncupsulntin • processes and making 

them available to applications on any platform. 

Pros: offers multiple language support. 

supports the Microsoft .NET Framework, which provides the common 

language runtime and unified programming classes 

include MSDN Library, which contains all the documentation for these 

development tools 

intuitive tools for working with ML and XSD files 

Toss-Ian 111ugc, cross-process, and remote debugging 

slut ·111 ·nl completion and syntax noti Ii cation for Hl ML and XML tags 

( '011s: - onl 1 uvui lublc 011 Windows. 
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2.6.2 Microsoft Visual Basic Studio 6.0 

The Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 is a comprehensive suite of industry-leading 

development tools for software applications for the Windows operating system, 

including client/server, multi-tier and Web-based solutions. Visual Studio 6.0 

Professional Edition features Visual Basic 6.0, the Visual C++ 6.0 development system, 

the Visual J++ 6.0 development system for Java, the Visual lnterDev 6.0 for Web 

development system, the Visual FoxPro 6.0 for database development system, and the 

Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) Library. 

The Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 is the complete suite for rapidly building scalable 

enterprise solutions. All components of this tool are designed to help developers rapidly 

build scalable distributed applications that can be easily integrated with existing 

enterprise systems and applications. 

2.7 Unicast, Broadcast, and Multicast Reference [7] 

2. 7.1 Unicast 

Unicast is the term used to describe communication where a chunk of information is 

from one point to another point. This is called one-to-one communication that there is 

just one sender and one re .civcr. L nicast transmission is a packet sent from a single 

.·0111-c · lo n xpc .ific destination. is still the predominant form of transmission on LANs 

1111d within the lntcrnct. So, sometimes unicast wastes bandwidth by sending multiple 

rnpi<.:s of th· dnln lo l)J1i ;1 poriior: of' the .licnts on the network. 
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All LANs support the unicast transfer mode such as Ethernet and IP network. The most 

users are familiar with the standard unicast applications such as HTTP, FTP, SMTP and 

Telnet which employ the TCP transport protocol. 

2. 7.2 Broadcast 

Broadcast is the term used to describe communication where a chunk of information is 

sent from one point to all other point such as one sender sending frames simultaneously 

to all hosts on the network. Broadcast is waste the bandwidth i11 the network by sending 

the data to the whole network whether or not the data is wanted by users. 

In the Ethernet, broadcast transmission is supported on most L/\Ns. Broadcast normally 

used to send the same message to all users on the network and use Address Resolution 

Protocol (ARP) to send an address resolution query to all users on the network. A form 

of broadcast is supported by IP address in network layer protocols which allows the 

same packet to be sent to every user in the network. Each user must process the 

broadcast data whether the broadcast is of interest or not. 

2.7.3 Multicast 

Multicast is the term used to describe communication where a chunk of information is 

sen! from one or more pc int to a set or other point . In this case there is may be one or 

utur · senders, und lit· informntion is distributed to a set of receivers. 

Video s .rv .r is 011 • or cx.unpl · which use the multicast for sending out networked TV 

.luuuicls. Si11Hilla11 '(lllS deli cry of Iii ih quality video to each or the lar re number or 
dcliv T platlonux will cxhauxr the ·ap:1bility ol' .vcn ;1 hi iii bandwidth 11 ·twork with ;1 

. ·I 
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powerful video clip server. This is for applications which required sustained high 

bandwidth. 

Multicasting is the networking technique of delivering the same packet simultaneously 

to clients. IP multicast provides dynamic many-to-many connectivity between senders 

and receivers. Multicast applications must use the UDP transfer protocol because TCP 

only supports the unicast mode. 

The majority of installed LANs such as Ethernet arc able to support th' multicast 

transmission mode. Shared Li\Ns inherently support multi ·asl which usin 1 hubs and 

repeaters, since all packets reach all NI ' connected to the Li\N. The earliest Li\N 

network interface cards had no specific support for multicast and introduced a big 

performance penalty by forcing the adaptor to receive all packets in promiscuous mode 

and perform software filtering to remove all unwanted packets. Most modern network 

interface cards implement a set of multicast filters, relieving the host of the burden of 

performing excessive software filtering. 
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Content Server 

MOSPF, PIM, DVMRP 

IGMP 
Client asks 

Router 
to forward 
all traffic 

on a given 
muticast address 

(IP Class D) 

Corporate LAN clients 

I 111) Clhmt,:,: 

Figure 2-20: JP Multicasting Works 

2.8 Database Management Systems 

A database management system (DBMS), sometime just called a database manager, is a 

program that lets one or more computer users create and access data in the database. 

DBMS available today can be group into four different models: Hierarchical, Network, 

Relational and Object oriented. 

Hierarchical Model 

Dntu is represented in a tree structure that originates from a root. Each class of 

dutu is located nt different levels along a particular branch which stems from the 

mots. 

).... Network Model 
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Conceptually describe database in which many-to-many relationship exists. 

Data i represented as records linked together, forming intersecting sets of data. 

Relational Model 

Data is represented in logical mathematical sets in a tabular structure. Each data 

field becomes a column and each record becomes a row in the table. The 

relational system is completely flexible in describing the relationships between 

the various data items. Its primary goal is to preserve data integrity. 

)... Object Oriented Model 

Document is stored as a sin .lc object in stead or several tables, and would have 

properties whose state would be maintained. Object oriented model often 

provided object-oriented concepts, for example inheritance and encapsulation. 

2.8.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 

Microsoft SQL Server is Microsoft's leading Windows database and data-warehousing 

package. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is the most robust databa e for the windows family, 

the Relational Database Management System (DBM ) of choice for a wide range of 

corporate customer and lndcpend nt S ftware Vendors (lSVs) building business 

uppli .atiou. It .xicnds the performance, quality, ease-to-use and reliability of Microsoft 

SOI. S .rv .r 7.0. 

S() I, S TV .r is 11 t rad it io11;il data base man a .crncn l system and is designed to understand 

Strncl11r · ()11 TY l,;111 •11u ie (S()L). II can manu ic a lar ic amount or data in a multi-user 

distributed ·Ii ·11!-s TV .r ·11viro1111H.;nt. SQL S TV Tis Iii •lily i11t ·•rat ·cl wit Ii till· Windows 
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NT operating system to make use of native operating system thread that can results in 

better performance and stability of SQL Server. 

Microsoft SQL Server supports a set of features that result in the following benefits: 

3 Fully Web Enable 

3.7 Rich integrated XML support 

3.8 User-friendly queries 

3.9 Powerful search capability 

3.10 Web enable analysis 

3.11 Web access lo data 

3.12 Ensure the application arc sec me at any network environment 

3.12.2 Highly Scalable and Reliable 

3.12.2.I 

3.12.2.2 

3.12.2.3 

3. I 2.2.4 

High availability 

Scalability 

Large memory support 

Gain performance from existing hardware by storing query results 

and reducing 

~ Faster Time lo Market 

• Simplified Databa e Administration 

• Improved Developer Productivity 

• Auulysis OLS P services 

• OL/\P llcxihil ily 

• l~:1sc ol"i11st:1llution, deployment and use 
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2.8.2 Oracle 

Oracle is the world's leading vendor of database software and has the distinction of 

being the first company to create and sell a commercial RDBMS that used SQL. Oracle 

databases run on computers ranging from mainframes to personal computers. It is 

designed to support and leverage the capabilities of the internet. lt does not only provide 

extensive functionality to support business running on the World Wide Web but also the 

traditional mission critical OLTP and data warehousing applications. 

The most powerful features or oracle arc its portability and scalability. rack is capable 

of handling all types of information l'or all types of applications. It also provides 

outstanding, across-the-board, and transparent scalability from low-end uniprocessor to 

high-end symmetric multi-processor system and multi-node clustered configurations. 

Oracle is an open system. It adheres to industry-accepted standards for data access 

language, user interface, operating system and network communication protocols. The 

key features of Oracle are: 

>-- Transaction Proce sing 

• Data partitioning 

• IV111l .riu] vie' s 

• <)11ery optimization 

)... I\ .liuhility 

• ( '0111pl ·t ·data protection 
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• Online data evolution 

• Self service error correction 

>-- Security 

• Single sign-on oracle advance security 

• Selective data encryption 

• Secure data sharing 

).> Data warehousing 

• Data mining 

• Data warchousinu Extraction-Tr:111sf'or111;itio11-Lo;1cli11' (ETL) 

)...- Management tools 

• Intelligent self managing and tuning 

• Manage the entire stack 

• Pin point diagnostics 

• Database resource management 

>-- Data integration and massaging 

• Message queuing 

• Database replication 

• c 1:1cy databa: c data gateways. 

2.X.J Microsoft Access 2003 

Mi ·rnsoli !\ · · -.-.· ()().\ is ;1 r .lationu] datubusc mana icment system created by Microsoft 

Ior s11111ll ol'lic · or hum • user to store data i11 relational lormut. MS A ccss off .rs u11 
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easy-to-use database for managing and sharing data, regardless of creating a stand-alone 

desktop database for personal use, departmental use or for an entire organization. Other 

than the traditional broad range of easy data management tools, Microsoft Access also 

adds increased integration with the web for easier sharing of data across a variety of 

platform and user levels and additional ease-of-use enhancements to assists with 

personal productivity. 

Microsoft Access 2003 can be used as a database in a client/server or an n-tier 

architectural system, with data access interface parudi •111 su .h as Remote ara bjcct 

(RD ) ·111d Data Access Object (DAO). It enables sharin i or database among the co 

worker over the internet and taking advantages of automated, pre-packaged solutions to 

quickly create databases. Users can also search and retrieve the information quickly 

through MS Access. Data in Microsoft Access can be migrated to the MS SQL Server. 

Below are some of the benefits for Microsoft Access: 

~ Information easy to find and use 

MS Access offer an easy-to-use tool for easily finding information that provides 

consistency and integration with the oth r applications in the office suite. 

~ Web-enabled information sharinu 

MS Ace .ss allows easily , haring information via the corporate internet and the 

uhililv to .nsil host n dutubasc within the browser. This is the combination of 

th, po' er or u desktop database and the power of the web. 

r Pow .rful sol11tio11s tools for managing information 

Pow .r users and developers ·:.111 create solution that combine the easy-to-use of 

(he A .. 'SS int .rlacc ( ·licnt) with th' s ·e1lahility and r .liubility or SQI, s .rver 

()! 
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2.8.4 MySQL 

MySQL is an open source relational database management system (RDBMS) for Linux, 

Unix and Windows platform that uses Structured Query Language (SQL). It is the most 

popular language for adding, accessing, and processing data in a database. The MySQL 

database management system contains a large amount of functionality and power, and is 

noted mainly for its speed, reliability and flexibility. However, it works best when 

managing content and not executing transactions. 

My SQ I provides application pro •rams interlaces (/\Pis) for ', C-i.,, l:i !Tel, Java, Perl, 

Pl IP, Python and Tel. It also allows lor many .olumn types and offers full operator and 

function support in the SELECT and WHERE parts of queries. A complex set of 

databases and tables can be developed just using a simple set of command for inserting, 

retrieving, deleting and updating data. 

MySQL also provide or plan to provide features that include a table definition file 

format, enhanced replication, more function for a full-text search, fail-safe replication, a 

port of MySQL to BeOS and an option to periodically flush key pages for tables with 

delayed key. Below are some key feature for MySQL : 

)..- MySQL is [rec download and com complete with all tools that need to get 

xlurtctl. 

r: M S()L cun be accessed and manipulated from many popular programming 

Inn •11a' .s. 

r MyS<)L is cnmplctcly oprimizcd for both Unix and Win 2 platform. It uses i11- 

memory hash tabl .s, thr .ad-bas .d memory allo ·e1t ion <111d kcrn ·I thr ·:ids tli:it me 
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capable or utilizing multiple processors, and highly optimized individual pre 

compiled class libraries. 

~ MySQL contains built-in support for common field type. 

~ MySQL supports a subset of advanced querying and grouping functions 

~ MySQL allows per-server password allocation 

~ MySQL supports a variety of connection methods, for example unit sockets and 

TCP/IP sockets. 

2.9 Chapter Summary 

This chapter is mainly focus on the research of the problem encountered before project 

can be done. Through literature review on various aspects, many ideas have been gained 

to develop the network security tool that is Packet Sniffing. Research on this tools 

concepts and strategies is the stepping stone to have a better understanding on the 

requirements of this project. By reviewing the existing system that match the proposed 

system, the strong features gave some ideas to enhance the proposed system. Review on 

tools and methods were also carried out. Development tools and other useful technology 

need to be considered in order to develop a quality and useful system. 

Chnpt ir Thr .c is tile rcscar h on the methodology and techniques that used to gain 

i11fonnnt ion. 
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Chapter 3 

System Requirements 
Analysis 
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Chapter 3 - System Requirements Analysis 

3. I Methodology 

Methodology is early phase in development system. Methodology is the study of 

methods or a body of method to create a system with a series of procedures, techniques, 

tools and documentation aids. These can help the software developers to speed up the 

software development process. A methodology consists of a set of phases that in turn 

may consist of sub-phases. These phases arc important in iuidin 1 the developers lo the 

choice of techniques at various Sta 'CS in the project. Additionally, ;1 methodology helps 

the developers to plan, maria ic, control and cvaluutc information system project. 

The software development process can be defined as system life cycle model 

and every system development process model includes system requirements (user, needs, 

resource) as input and a finished product as output. 

User System Finished 
Needs, ''" 

. 
Product Development 

Resource 

Evaluation 

Figure 3-1 : System Development Process Model 

Th 'r · ar · s ·v ·rnl types ol'd .vclopmcnt model in software engineering: 

I. Wu! ·rlitll Mod ·I with prototypin 1 

V- Mod ·I 
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piral Model 

4. Iterative and Incremental Model 

3.l.l Conclusion on Development Methodology 

The methodology used in development of network sniffing tools is modified 

waterfall model with prototyping. Waterfall model with prototyping is chosen because 

the strength of both the waterfall model and prototyping model can be combined in a 

single project in which waterfall model support interactive design while the prototyping 

model helps to rain user requirement. Beside that, this model also easy to use, 

systematic, scopes ofproject well understand and project risks arc considered to be low. 

3.l.2 Waterfall Model with prototyping 

Waterfall Model 

This methodology is so called waterfall because each phase flows naturally into 

the next phase like water over a series of fall. Each phase in the waterfall method should 

be completed before moving on to the next. There are five stages in Waterfall model as 

illustrated in Table 0-1. 

Table 0-1: Five Stages in Waterfall Model 

Reference 181 

lfrif II i re lllCll fS 
Analysis and 
Odin it ion 

Whnt is the problem? 

Functions to be developed 
Possible future extensions 
Amount and kind ofdocumentation 
P .rfonnan · · characteristics for functions 
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Feasibility Study 
I 

Technical 
Social 
Economic 
Political 

;system ~~d-s-~it;;~e ;w·h~tTsth~-;-~i~ti~~? ·--· ·----··-·---- --· ·-----···-····-···---·- - 
:nesign 
i lA system model which solves the problem for the user. 

- ·----· 
[Implementaticn and !How is the solution constructed? . ! ;Unit Testing 
l 
!Integration and 
!System Testing 

I 
10pcration and 
Maintenance 

!A transformation of the design into an executable form. 
its the problem solved? 
I 

' 
'Determining if the solution us constructed meets the 
!requirements. 
Arc cnhunccmcnts/chan res needed? 

Corrective - repair errors 
!Adaptive - modify software to adapt to changes in 
I . 
1env1ronment 
1Perfective - providing new functionality for new 
lrequirements 
I 
'Preventive - improving the system's maintainability 

Requirements 
definition 

Operation and 
maintenance 

Figure 3-2: Waterfall Model 

(1 ) 
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Prototype 

Prototype is partially developed product that enables customers and developers to 

examine some aspect of the proposed system and decide if it is suitable for the final 

product. It also can be said as a smaller-scale, representative or working model of a 

proposed design for an information system. 

Preliminary 
Investigation 

'~ 

Analysis 

,, 
Develop /prot 
Prototype <, Acee 

<, 
otype'~- <, --1 Use 

b l 7 »: ., Prototype ~~~;~/// '-------' 

Figure 0-3: Prototype Model 

Prototyping can be combined with the wat rfall methodology to make it more accurate. 

Waterfall Model with prototyping 

When prototypin(J is implemented into the waterfall model, it can solve a lot of 

problems whi .h .uus · in traditional model. That is, a software development will run a 

lols or it .rntion process .s 11s listed from the traditional waterfall model. The waterfall 

111od ·I with prntol 1pi11 • has some advantages to improve the quality of the software life 

cycl · prn 't.:S.'. Those udvauta • ·s arc: 
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Allows all or part of the sy tern to be con trucicd quickly to understand or clarify 

the requirement 

2 Understands the feasibility of a design or approach 

3 Reduces risk and uncertainty 

Waterfall Model with prototyping has eight stages in this software development 

process. Each development stage should be finished before the next stage starts. The 

eight stages are: 

1. Requirement Analysis 

Understanding and determining users need by havin 1 brninstormin 1, eliciting 

and analyzin • user requirements by huvinu interview, survey or questionnaire 

session, collecting and specifying all the user requirements and validating 

requirements. This stage also can represent the 'What' stage. 

11. System Design 

Diagram the system functional by analysis case studies on current system. 

Determine and specify hardware and software architecture to develop the 

system and verifying system design. This stage represents the 'How' stage. 

11.1. Program Design 

Determining and , pccifying program design and database design and 

vcri l'ying pron ram design. 

l V. Codin • 

Involve I ro •rn1111111n 1, personal planning, tool acquisition, database 

d ·v .lopu: ·11t, ·0111po11cnl level documentation and pro 1ra1111111n , 

1 nunn 1Cll rent. 
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v. nit and Integration Testing 

Test units separately and integrate the tested units. 

vi. System Testing 

Combine the integrated units into system and testing on the system. 

Specifying, reviewing and updating of the system test and validating of 

system. 

vii. Acceptance Testing 

Finalize testing on the system and deliver the system. 

v111. pcration and Maintenance 

ontrol and maintain system and revalidating or system. 

The system has to be validated and verified during the stage of system testing. 

The validation is to determine that Packet Sniffing Tools has implemented all the 

requirements in the specification. The verification is to make sure that the functions in 

the Packet Sniffing Tools can work correctly and to check the quality of implementation. 
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Requirement Analysis 

System Design 

Validate 
•- - - - - - - - - - - -I 

I 
I 
I 
I ----------, I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I r- - 

I 
I 
I 

' Prototyping 

Verify 

Program Design 

I I 
I I 
I I 

Coding I I 
~ I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

~ Unit Integration & Testing I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

~ System Testing 

Acceptance Testing 

__.. Operation & Maintenance 

Figure 3-4: Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
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3.1.3 Justification of Methodology 

The modified waterfall model with prototyping was chosen for the following reasons: 

~ The development methodology is simple and easy to understand. lt helps 

the developers to lay out what they need to do easily. Therefore in the process, they 

no need to burden themselves with the upcoming stage. In addition, one can has a 

better understanding and clearer guideline on what he or she should do during the 

development process. Moreover, it is easier lo associate and identify each milestone 

with its deliverer. 

)..- With prototypin ', users' participations urc involved where user 

requirements can be gathered. It helps the developers to ensure that the requirements 

are feasible and practical. Furthermore, it helps to access alternative design strategies 

and decide which is best for the project. 

~ This development methodology will ensure that the developer building 

the right system according to the specification and verification checks the quality of 

the implementation. lt also enables developers to develop more accurate system 

according to the user's discretion. This would help the developers to learn about the 

system and rain b .ttcr understanding of the entire system. 

'r Tl: · nrrows between adjacent stages are bi-directional. Bi-directional 

m ·n11.' thut th .r ·is fc .dbu .k between stages. If a problem is discovered in one stage, 

develop ·rs ·1111 r .turu to tll · pr .vious sta 11,;s so (hut suitable corrective action can be 
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taken. There is a cascading effect where developers can go back further and further 

up the waterfall until the problem can be corrected properly 

);;:>- As the methodology is simple and easy to understand, it will be easier to 

present or explain to the users, especially those who are not familiar with software 

development. Therefore, developers can give the users or customers a clearer view 

on what is going on. 

3.2 Information Gathering Merhuds 

Information iathcrin • methods ar · essential step for all system analysis. II is a 

classical set or techniques used to collect information about system problems, 

opportunities, solution, requirement and priorities. Information gathering methods that 

usually used are internet surfing, reading materials, and discussion. 

~ Internet Research 

I have surf around the net for gam the information about Packet Sniffing 

architecture and download the demo version which available on the net. With 

development of each search engine such Google, yahoo and relevant information site 

can be view with a click away. Lot of information can be collected for literature 

review, especially information about anal sis ca e studies. 

)... R .ndin • Mui .riuls 

/\ lot ulpuhlish xl Iii .ruturcs have been read in order to gather information of the 

users' need. s 1ste111 d .vclopmcnt needs and technical issues of the proposed system. 

/\II Iii .sc ·1111 he .ut · •ori1 .d into printed material such as book and journal and 11011- 

prinl .d nwl .riul su ·Ii as .lcctrouic do ·111n .nt. Ideas arc 1n;111;1 red to rct Irum hooks, 
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magazines and journal through reading. These ideas can be implemented 111 the 

proposed system. 

);;- Discussion 

Discussions were made from time to time with supervisor to get helps and 

advices on the project and much of the details and idea on how to develop the system. 

3.3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter discuss about the mcthodolo 1y or the system development. 

Waterfall model with prototypin • mcthodolo •y has he .n chosen ns the framework to 

develop the system. Various techniques of' information iathcrin • such as onlinc surfing, 

reading materials, observation, discussion and questionnaire have been practiced. This 

chapter also includes the conclusion on tools and technology. 

The next chapter will focus on the system requirement including functional 

requirement, non-functional requirement, and software and hardware requirement 
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Chapter 4 - System Analysis 

System analysis is an essential and important phase 111 software life cycle. The main 

purpose of this phase is to determine clearly of all necessary requirement before 

proceeding into subsequent phase. In shorts, system design is the process of gathering 

and interpreting facts, diagnosing problems, and using the information to recommend 

improvement to the system. 

4.1 System Requirement' Analysis 

I\ software specification definition is an abstr;1ct description O!' the services, which the 

system should provide, and the constraints under which the system must operate. 

Functional requirement and non-functional requirement are two types of system 

requirement analysis for the system. 

4.1.1 Functional Requirement 

A functional requirement is a function or service that must be included in the system to 

satisfy the users need. Functional requirement are statement· of ervices the sy tern 

should provide, how the system should react to particular inputs and how the system 

should behave in particular situation. 

)..- apturin • the pn .kcts module 

r Fill .rinu dntn modul · 

r /\1101 'I· Iii· pn .kcts module 

r (; ·11 .rutc slutisti · •mph module 

r: Pr ·s ·nt tll · r ·s111l modul · 
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4.1.1. t Capturing the packets module 

This module is built for the packet capturing in the promiscuous mode that is copy the 

packet which users have to sent it out or receive it from other place through the network 

wire. This module has user-friendly interface and capturing option like stop capture 

when reach a number of packet or bytes will be issued in this module. It should have the 

"start", "stop" and "continue" button to handle the capturing process. Besides the "save" 

function should exist to enable the saving of packets captured into a notepad file. 

4.1.1.2 Viltering data module 

Before process capture the packets rs done, users can filter and categorize the 

information about the packets arc captured such as packets from certain 

destination/source or packets that match the protocols like TCP, UDP, ARP and ICMP. 

This purpose of this process is we can left out the packets that are not desired. Operator 

"OR", "AND" "NOT" "ALL" will be used in the filter module. 

4.1.J.3 Analyze the packets module 

Each packet captured will be analyzed to get the value in the header field like Port 

number, kn ith, IP. chc ks11111s. Different type of packet have different header, for 

L'X11111plc :1 TCP pocket hos T P header while UDP packet has UDP header with 

dilfcrcu: Ii ·Ids. Titus Iii .rc . ill bl: different ways to analyze the packets 
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4.1.1.4 Generate statistic graph module 

This module will analyze all the packets and generates the IP traffic statistic which 

shows the total number of bytes and packets sent by one station to another station. This 

will show to user about the size of packets generated by both stations in a single 

connection. Another statistic generated is shows the total packets in a ranges of packets 

size. 

4.1.J .5 Present the result module 

This module display the packets captured in two different ways. First shows the packets 

in a list view with source/destination IP address, proto .ols etc. The second is the display 

of the raw packet in the rich-text box when the packet in list-view is selected. A click on 

the certain root or child in the tree will highlight the match portion of packet in the rich 

text box. 

4.1.2 Non-functional requirement 

A non-functional Requirement is a description of feature , characteristic and attributes 

of the sy tern. It also decrypts the con traints that may limit the boundaries of the 

proposed system. In order to ensure the quality of the system produced, the role of non 

Iunctiouul requirements is as important as functional requirements. The following are 

tit· 11011-1'111H.:tio1111l rcquir nucn: that must be fulfilled. 
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A system is said lo be reliable if a system performs its functions with required 

precision and accuracy. It is also important for the system to not to produce 

dangerous and costly failures to the viewers when it is used. 

~ Efficiency 

Undeniable, efficiency is the main key for implementing the new meetings 

management system. Efficiency is understood as the ability of a process 

procedure to be called or accessed unlimitedly lo produce similar performance 

outcomes al an acceptable or credible speed. l~nicic11 ·y is mcasur .d bnsc on 

response time performance, report iencr.uion speed and •rnphic icncration 

speed. 

:>- Simplicity and User friendly 

The system by itself should be made simple. Users will not need to know so 

much about how the system goes. They should only be made to understand what 

they need to do when they want to generate a function. Moreover, usage of 

suitable and meaningful caption will help the user to consume the system easier. 

Therefore, an attractive and ea ily under rand user interface is needed. 

)..- Manageability 

1\1111i111 .nancc should he easy to done. The same goes to evolutionary. 

l-urthcrmnr ·. it could be adupt to new demand and requirement or enhanced in 

Ilic luturc. New r .cords should be easy to be implemented into the system with 

thi.· non-funcl io11;il r .quir .mcnt. 
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~ Expandability 

The system should be able to be extended to accommodate more functionality in 

the future. 

4.2 Conclusion on Tools and Technology 

After reviewing and analyzing on all the tools and technologies, the most appropriate 

tools and technologies arc chosen to develop this project. 

Selected Programming Language 

For this project, C# is chosen as the main programming language to develop this system. 

The advantages of this software are: 

~ It is based on GUJ (graphical user interface) 

~ safer, simpler, and more productive 

~ it is .NET Framework (can access thousand of classes that you won't have re-create) 

~ it is also object-oriented language and can designed to give the optimum blend of 

simplicity 

)..- compatible with window pint form 

)..- Module ori ·111al, cus 'error discover 1, can focus on the module that cause error only. 

Sdedtd Appljcntinn Platform 
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After revicwinu on Windows XP, Unix, Rcdl lat Linux and Macintosh, Windows XP is 

chosen to be the project application platform as it support all the tools and technologies 

that will be used in this project. 

Advantages of Window XP 

>- provides better integration of Windows 9x and Window NT that did Windows 2000 

>- uses slightly more total memory for the OS to add features than docs Windows 2000 

)..- offers si mi Ii cant 1U I enhancements 

>- built-in support for compresses files 

>- advanced file sorting options 

Y more stable and improve troubleshooting tools 

Selected Database Management System 

Microsoft Access 2003 is the suitable ch tee for the development of this ystem as it 

works well with databa ·e or any ize. Microsoft Access can be use as database at the 

server or multi-system. it provides a user friendly interface that helps the users to create 

n dnlahnsc i11 th · casil:st wuy, 

Mi ·rosol't /\ · ·t.:s.· ~00. is ~1 easy tool for system developer to add or lo delete data from 

tit. dulnhnse h .cuusc this will 1101 involve the pro trummin J part. The chun 'CS Call do on 

tit' dutubasc itscl r without disturb the pro irummin I 1x1rl. 
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The advantaucs to choose the Microsoft Access 2003 to create database for this system 

are: 

);;>- To create a record using Microsoft Access is easier and faster compare to coding. 

);;>- Data type is easy to specify. 

);;>- Relation between records can easily manage and create. 

);;>- Error easy to be detected and easy to make the correction 

);;>- Compatible with the system 

~ 
Development Model Waterfall Model with Prototyping 

Application Platform Windows XP 

Programming Language C# 

Authoring Tool Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 

Database Management System Microsoft Access 2003 

Table 4-1: Tools and Technology chosen 

4.3 Hardware and Software Requirements 

Hardware and software requirements describe the constraints on computers and 

peripheral equipments. I lardwarc and software requirements need to be decided to 

dctcrmin · tli · pcrfonnnn .c rcquircrncnts feasibility. Both hardware and software 

r .quircmcnt« urc divided into runtime and development requirements. 

Development 

1 lnrdwurc Ml 11, Pentium I hi ihcr 
111 i .ruproccssor I or --- 

• • Pentium IV 1.6 Gi 1;,,1bytc 
• l{a11do111 Ace .ss ---J-- 
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Requirements equivalent Memory : 256 MB 
• Random Access Memory : • Hard disk: 40GB 

64 MB and above (128MB • Display: VGC display 
recommended) card 

• Hard disk: 2.5 GB and • Others standard computer 
above peripherals 

• Standard input and output 
• Others standard computer 

peripherals 

Software • Windows XP • Windows XP 

Requirements • Microsoft Access 2003 
• Microsoft Visual 

Studio .NET 2003 

Table 4-2: llardwarc and Software Requirements 

4.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter discusses abut the evaluation of the requirement analysis, which consists of 

functional requirements and non-functional requirements. The functional requirements 

describe the functionality and the services that the system is expected to provide while 

the nonfunctional requirements will affect the overall quality of the system. The 

summary of hardware and software is presented in this chapter. It is divided into run- 

time requirements and development 
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Chapter 5 - System Design 

System design is considered as an important part of the system development process. 

System design is a process to arrange the structure of the system in details to realize the 

system in purpose. The entire requirements of the systems are translate into system 

characteristics. In previous chapter, the requirements for the system are regarding to the 

analysis that had been discussed. Jn shorts, system design is a process to convert the 

conceptual ideas from requirement specification in system analysis into more technical 

specification. 

A system outline that contain the design of' user interface, database design, system 

functionality and other related details how the system can work and be able to implement 

for the further development. System design must be very details and errorless for the each 

phases. 

Under this chapter, the system design will be discuss in the following categories: 

);> Structure Chart 

);> System Functionality Design 

).- User Interface Design Univ
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5.1 Structure Chart 

The main purpose of structure chart is shows all the relation between modules in this 

security tool. It also identifies the activities that structure of this system. Structure chart is 

used to depict high-level abstraction of a specified system and describe the interaction 

between independent modules. Jn structure chart, the major functions form the initial 

component part which can be split into detailed sub-components. 

Packet S11i [fin • 

I I I I 
Capturing Filtering Analyzing Generate Present 
Packets .Data Packets Statistic Result 
Module Module Module module· module 

Figure 5-1: Structure chart for Packet Sniffing 
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Capturing packets 
module 

I 
Packet capture limits 

-user can limits a 
capture by define 
one of specified 
terms in: 
- Number of packets. 
- Bytes or data or 

I 
Filtering packet Packet capture Menu 

-design the control 
menu or buttons of 
capturing like tart, 
cancel and resume. 
-User easier capture 
by clicl inu. 

-user can filter 
the packets 

Figure 5-2: Structure chart for Capturing packets module 

Filtering packets 
module 

I I 
IP address Protocol Port number 

-filter the - tilter the packets -filter the 
packets by by specifying the packets by 
specifying an IP protocol which set specified the 
address which by user. ports number 
set by user. which set by 

user. 

Figure S-3: Structu re chart for Filtering packets module 
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Analyzing packets 
module 

I 
I I 

List view Tree-view 

-List the content -List the content 
of packets in of packets in a 
certain fields to hierarchy to be 
be displayed in display in the 
the list view. tree view. 

Fi~ure 5-4: Structure chart for Analyzing packets module 

Generate statistic 
module 

I 
Summary 

-gather and 
summarize the 
analysis result 

I 

I 
IP Traffic tatistic 

-generate the IP traffic statistic 
for all the packets .apturcd. 

-cal .uln: . thc tntul bytes and 
lolul pa .k ·ts Sl:11t nnd receive b 
.ach stnt ion. 

I 
Protocol statistic 

-generat the protocols statistic 
for all the packets captured. 

-ca lcu !ate the percentage of 
usage for each protocol. 

Figure 5-5: Structure chart for Ccucrate xtutisfic module 
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Present result 
module 

I 
I I 

Packet List Statistic 

- Present all -Present result of 
information packets statistic IP traffic and 
captured in list view statistic percentage of 
and tree view. each I rotocol. 

Figure 5-6: Structure chart for Present result module 

5.2 System Flow Cha rt 

System flow chart represents a complete algorithm in Packet Sniffing System. 
- 

Symbols Attributes 

0 Begin and End process 

D Process 

0 Decision 
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Flow of process 

Table 5-1: Flow Chart Symbol 
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Start Capture 

List the information of packets 

Yes No 

.... List the Information of packets after filter 

Yes No 

Information Content of Packets 

Show Real Time Statistic Network Traffic 

Display Summary Report 

End Capture 

Fi~ur • 5-7: Fluw 'hnrt of Pucket Sniffing System 
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5.3 Data Flow Diagram 

Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a technique used to present the graphical 

characterization of the data process and flows in the system. The DFD gives an overview 

of system inputs and outputs, processes and flows of data through each process. The DFD 

is a simple to use and easy to learn and represents the flows of the data through each 

process in a right sequence. 

Data Flow Diagram usually is made after a Context Diagram has been created. 

The Context Diagram functions as the basic of a Data Flow Dia .rum. The lollowin 1 is 

the basic symbols of' a DFD. 

---- ~ - 
Symbol Attribute Definition 

LJ Process Transformation of data into another data 

D Entity Source and destination of data 

Flow of data Data on the move ~ . 
~ 

Data source Data in static storage I I 
- 

Table 5-2: Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) objects 
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User 

IP Address 

Packet Sniffing 
Filtering 

Start 0 

Output Screen 

Packet Sniffing -..~~~~~~~~~ 
'-~~--.-,---c~c-" 

Protocol Li t 

IP Traffic List 

Packets List 
Statistic 

Port Number 

Protocol 

Figure 5-8: Context Diagram of Packet Sniffing 
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""" 
Network Start 

1 2 

Administrator 
..... Setting 

Capturing The . Filtering The 
Packets Packets 

\. 

Analyze 

1• 
/ / 

5 4 Summary the 3 
Statistic Data analysis - 

Generate - Summarize ~ 
Analyzing The 

Statistic Analysis Packets 
) 

Print Resul 
Store Data ~ [01J mySQL 

_J Output Screen ~ 
Retri ve Data 

data 

Figure 5-9: Diagram 0 of Packet Sniffing 
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5.3 User Interface Design 

I!' 
Flle Edit View About 

Exit Star I Stop Adople1 p1A Rhine II Fast Ethernet Adapter 

No Time Sourcelv1ac Sourc._e_lP ~----- 
10 1:34:27 OO.Oc6e:d0:06·9S 192.168.1 .39 

I 11 1:34:27 00001c:oo·2d •2 66.94.234.13 
: 12 1 34:27 OO:Oc6e:cto·os·95 192.168.1.39 
!13 1:34:27 00:001coOWa2 66.94.234.13 
; 14 1:34:28 OO:OcSed0.06.95 192.1681.39 
[ 15 1:34:28 00:00:1c.a0.2d•2 66.94.234.13 
i 16 1:34:29 OO:Oc:6e.d0:06:95 192.1681.39 
i 17 1:34:29 00:00:1co0:2do2 66.94.234.13 
11e 1:34:29 oo:oc·sedOOs·ss 192.168.1.39 
[19 1·34:30 OO.Oc6ed006·9S 192.1681.39 
f 20 1:34:30 00.00 1c oO 2d o2 203.121 65.39 , 1•m1J!i11M·i&!l'!Wll!'ilV!ilfik . < 

! SourceName ~~~ Dest IP 

LENG DO: oo 1 c: ao 2d: 02 66.94.234.13 
wz.rc.vesccv .. OO:Oc:6e:d006:95 192168139 
LENG 00: 00: 1 c: oO 2d o2 66.94.234.13 
w2 rc.vip.scd.v .. 00: De: Se: dO: 06: 95 192.168.1.39 
LENG 0000:1 c a0:2d:a2 66.94.234.13 
w2.rc.vip.scd.y ... OO:Oc:5e:d0 06:95 192.168.1 .39 
LENG 00: 00: 1 c: en 2d: o2 66.94.234.13 
w2.rc.vlp.scd.y ... DO:Oc:6e:d0:06:95 192.168.1 .39 
LEMG oo DO: 1 c: ao: 2d: 02 203.121 .65.39 
LENG 00:00:1c·oo·2ct o2 66 .94 .234 1 3 
ns3 tlrne .net my 00. Oc Se ctO 08 95 1921681.38 

m& liraii i)Jl'il\"'J!t'lf fUFlfJl!l!E 

Dest Name P.:.;rotc.:o:.:c.:;:01 c.:B°"yt"'e::...s 
w2.rc.vip.scd.y... ICMP 74 
LEI-JG ICMP 74 
w2.rc.vip.scd.y... \CMP 74 
LENG ICMP 74 
wz rc.vo.scdv.; ICMP 74 
LENO ICMP 74 
w2.rc.vlp.scd.y... !CMP 74 
LENG ICMP 74 
ns-3.time.net my UDP 75 
w2 rc.vb.scd y ICMP 74 
1.EMG UDP 371 

tl!mll!N-llS· mJI.., 

·::-Ttt;;~;;ti250~.)-·----··-·----· 
1 ype: 2048 
De•tnolion: 00.00 tc.o0.2d:o2 
Scuce OO·Oc Ge dO 06 S5 
Source· 00 De 60 ciO 06 .s [IP) 

. . . · c .. n 0 -:0 .. E .. 0 . - @> I . f o A· . ' E y . -% . I . P Ci . 51 7 ' e Z P. u H . . G E T 
lstoliclmsnoppt/stllen·xu/STmonifest.cob?lype•3 HTTP 
IT T .. Ac c e p t : "l" .. Ac c e p r-En c o din e : l d e n t i t y .. Ronge: b y t 
es•0·8924 .. ll s e i -Ac e n t : Microsoft BITS/6 6 .Hosl toolbo 
r msn.com .. Conneclion: Keep·Alive. 

• IP 
ve1slon: 4 
IHL:b 120 byte) 
TOS: 0 
T otol Length: 244 by1e 
ldentific~tion: 1455 

-' FlllQ 
IMefved: 0 

i DF: 1 [Don't lrogment) 
MF: 0 [lost Ir ogmenl• I 

F1ogmenl offset 0 
Time lo live, 128s 
Protocol 6 [TCP) 
Heoder checksum: 26343 
Sic. oddross: 192.168.1.39 

1 
Dest. odd1ess: 203.121.0.37 

+, TCP 

Figure 5-10: Main interface of Packet Sniffing 

At the top of main interface is the menu bar which has five menu items. 

~ File 

• Save As - save the result 

• Save 'cle led Packet /\s - save the result in directory chosen 

• Open - Open the result which save to the disk 

• Exit - ·los .thc whole program 
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} Edit 

• Filter Manager - load the configuration filter menu and configure it 

• View Filtering - View what the filtering is configured. 

} View 

• JP statistic - display the JP statistic 

• Protocol Statistic - display the Protocol statistic 

} About - shows the user manual 

jT-CP_-- - - ·-3 l Packet Selection 

r· All r. Individual 

hoos 

C Allow 
Protocol 

;· Deny 

Source IP I 

Destination IP 

-Setting --------- 

r Stop Capture After Packets captured 

,- Stop Capture .t..fter KiloB}•tes captured 

Ok Cancel 

Figure 5-11: Interface of Packet Sniffing Configuration Filter menu 

'l'h • conf iurntion filter interface provide three types filter choice that are filter Protocol, 

lilt 'I' IP nddr .ss und Scttin 1 with .ach can be selected by a click on the checkbox. In the 

Ii It ·r IP udd rcss, us .rs inn choos · the run te of' IP address from start and finish then wi II 
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display in the text box. In the setting group, we can set how many packets are wanted to 

capture and stop the system and the size of packets we want to capture from the network. 

Percentage 

72 
63% 

60 

48 

36 

24 

27% 

• I 12 
I? ot c: l 

TCP UDP ICMP /\AP OlhM& 

Protocol Statistic Done 

Figure 5-12: Interface of Protocol Statistic 

This page shows the statistic of the protocols in a bar chart. The value for Y-axis is the 

percentage (%) and the X-axis is the Protocols. The scale in Y-axis is dynamic that 

accordingly to the maximum value of the statistic but the label on the X-axis is static. The 

value of each protocol in percentage will be labeled at the top of the bar respectively for 

ease of view. 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 

Chapter Five present the system architecture, system functionality design, database 

design and interface design. This chapter is show the system analysis translated into 

system design. System functionality design explains the process in packet sniffing system 

where structure chart and DFD was used to graphically characterize data process and 

flows in the system. Some proposed interface designs were included for the user interface 

design. 
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Chapter 6 - System Implementation 

During this phase, the design model of packet sniffing system is transformed into 

workable product. Therefore, system implementation involved the translation of the 

software representation produces by the design into a computer understandable form. It 

involves coding of the program by using the appropriate language and coding approach, 

testing of the system to ensure every function work properly and debugging the code, 

which will identify and correct bug within program. 

6.1 Development Environment 

The initial stage or system implementation involves setting up the development 

environment. Development environment rs very important to the development of a 

system as suitable hardware and software will determine the success of the project. 

6.1.1 Hardware Configuration 

The following hardware specifications have been used to develop the system: 

• Intel Pentium IV 1.6 Ghz 

• 256MB DOR RAM 

• 40 GB Hard Disk 

• I." .olor monitor capnblc or I 024 x 768 r solution 

• Stundard lnput and Output 

• Olli TS stuudurd computer peripherals 
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6.1.2 Software Configuration 

There are a lot of oftware tools, which are used in designing and writing report. Below 

is a listing of software used throughout the development process as pertaining to the 

specific usage: 

Software Usage Description 
Microsoft Windows XP System Development Operating System 
Microsoft Visual Studio.Net System Development Authoring Tools 
Microsoft Word System Development Documentation 

Table 6-1: Software Used 

6.2 Platform Development 

Services and tools installations may be the very first step in order to start the 

development. Platform development includes setting up the operating system and web 

server. 

6.2.1 Setting Up Operating System 

Microsoft Windows XP is used as the operating system for this project. Before the 

installation begins, the hard disk need to be formatted. This is to ensure a more stable 

and secure environment. Moreover, it can al o prevent the environment being affected 

by previous settings or configuration . Windows XP's installation is very easy as it 

provides us T friendly <111d dcscri] rive interface guide. User just need to follow the step 

h 1st ·p instruction 111 pear on the installation's menu interface. 
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6.3 Program Implementation 

During program development, program is written and user interface is being developed 

is initialized with data. 

6.3.1 Implementation of Capturing Packet Module 

To implement the capturing packet module, I install the NDIS driver in my system to 

capture and send raw packets. This driver is that the ability to work in without the 

TCP/IP protocols environment. This feature enable the pro iram runs as sni Ifcr that 

without having IP confi ruration such as IP address, network do111;1i11 and subnet mask. 

After the NDIS driver installed, we can handle the device driver like a file where we can 

write to and read from a file. The receiving and sending of packets in this application is 

done through the ReadFile API and WriteFile API respectively. The Windows Driver 

Development Kits (DDKs) provides the NDJS driver but in manners that only send 

packets with own source address and receive packets that destined for our own. 

6.3.2 Implementation of Filtering Packet Module 

With NOi driver, the packets are captured and passed to the filtering packet module 

before display the packets in the Ii t icw in the program. Filtering packet module is 

xctt iu 1 the puck ·ts which will be chosen or dropped to display in the list view. The 

liltt:ri11l' puck ·t modul ·is mad· in sort or statement where each statement is an object of 

:1 ·lnss cull .d Vi/I ·rltc111 thnl keep in the Arrayl.ist named Filterl.ist which is an attribute 
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of class FilterMannger. The class Filtetltem is composed of attributes like protocols, 

source and destination IP address and etc. 

6.3.3 Implementation of Analyzing Packet Module 

The packets captured is keep in an array of type byte (byte[ ]), therefore the size of the 

packet in bytes is determined by the size of the array. Each element of the array is an 8- 

bit integer where the maximum value is 255 in decimal or FF in hexadecimal. Each 

element in the array can be converted in ASCII code by performing casting with data 

type char. To analyze the packet for more readable format, a function culled ToUlnt is 

used to convert to unsign integer. 

public static uint ToUin (byte[] d t g 
{ 

fs t, int 1 ngth) 

uint total"' 0; 
int byte_index; 
int bit offset; 
int bit; 
byte b; 

for ( inti 
{ 

0; i <length; i++ 

bit offset= (offset+i) % 8; 
byte_index = (offset+i-bit_offset)/8; 
b = datagram[byte_index]; 
bit (int) (b » (7 - bit_offset)); 
bit= bit & OxOOOl; 

if ( bit > 0 ) 
total+= (uint)Math.Pow(2,length-i-1); 

u n otal; 

Figure 6-1: Function ToUint 

Th· run .tion r · elves thrc · irgumcnt . The argument offset represents the index in bits 

and I he nrgum ·111 lcn uh represents the length of bits to analyze from the offset. 

To hundl • vnriubl • kind or r .turn type we c<.111 simply add the casting to the ToUJnt 

1'1111 'lion. 
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6.3.4 Implementation of Present Result Module 

I define one Struct where it contains a static ArrayList and others public members are 

fields to be displayed in the ListView. ArrayList is used to store the information from 

the packets are captured and retrieve the information from ArrayList to displayed in the 

List View. 

public static ArrayList It mDisplay = n w ArrayLis (); 

public st tic ArrayList It mSav = new A rayList(); 
public string pa cs our 
pub.I Le s ring 
public ~tr Jn 
ub ] i c s t, i n 
u J j c ~> L 1 n :JlNcirn.; 
ub l i ,, rin ncD :J L; • .i 

public s r i n p cT'm ; 
pu lie s ring pacProtocol; 
public int pacNumber; 
public int pacByte; 
public int etherType; 

public struct ItemCollect 
{ 

Figure 6-2: Members in the Struct 

6.3.5 Implementation of Statistic Generation Module 

In this module, the system will collect the IP address from the hosts and generate 

statistic in the format graphical graph. I use ArrayList to store the information for 

conn · .t ion stat isl ic. I had used some functions such as Genera teHosts and 

('11/ ·11/111 ·I iost» lo .ollcct ull the information from the users in the network and use these 

information to icncrulc stutistic. 
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normalized.Add(destination[i] ); 
sentByte.Add(senderRec[i)); 
recByte.Add(senderSend[i] ); 
amount.Add(counter[i]); 
talkerid++; 

privat voi c lcul Hos () 

bool foundsrc =true; 
bool founddes =true; 
if(normalized.Count==O 
{ 

normalized.Add(source[O]); 
amount.Add(counter[OJ ); 
sentByte.Add(senderSend[OJ ); 
recByte.Add(senderRec[OJ); 
talkerld++; 

normalized.Add(destination[O]); 
amount.Add(counter[OJ ); 
sentByte.Add(senderR c[OJ); 
recByt .Add(send rS nd[OJ ); 
talkerld++; 

for(in· i l;i conn ·ionl ;i+~) 
{ 

oun s r c chock cnormo l i z (1); 
i l ( 0 \H1 ~) C r l 1 8 ) 
( 

no mcliz .Add(sou.c [i]); 
sen yt .Add(s nde nd[i)); 
recByt .Add(senderRec[i] ); 
amount.Add(counter[i]); 
talkerid++; 

founddes=checkDesNormalized(i); 
if(founddes==false) 
{ 

Figure 6-3: Function CalculateHost 

6.4 System Debugging 

System dcbu 1ging is a necessary part in development process because every application 

must huv ·bu is or .rrors which most of the time is logical errors that cause the 

uppf .ulinn rivin • the unwanted result. Thus debugging is done in order to track and 

·orr · ·t pro tr 1111 bu is h ilorc u system is lunch. When lest case is uncovers an error, 

dcbuu iinu is th· essential top .rforrn for remove the error. 
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With the Microsoft Visual Studio.Net debugger, you can take advantage of the following 

capabilities to debug your code: 

~ The debugger gives you the ability to control aspects of run-state program 

execution, such as the ability to step through function execution, run to a specified 

location or run until a designated message is encountered, and so on. 

);.- The kernel debugger captures exceptions and breakpoints, and provides additional 

functionality that allows controllin ' break-state behavior. 

For example, you can set the next step to execute in source code or disassembly, or 

you can place the cursor at the next location where you want execution to stop. 

~ In the IDE, the debugger provides access to kernel information. You can view 

process, thread, and other debugging information by using debugging windows and 

menu items. 

6.5 Chapter Summary 

111 this system implementation phase. near! all the design phases that have been 

prcscn: ·d nnd dire ·t .d to' ard ;1 final objective that needs to translate representation of 

s st ·111 into 11 lonu tl\ilt can be understood by computer. 

( 'huptcr Scv ·11 pr ·scnts tile various type or system testing that includes the unit testing, 

i11t ·grntion t .srin i mid th· systc111 tcstin '· 
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Chapter 7 - System Testing 

Testing is critical in uncovering logical error and to test the system reliability. The main 

objective of testing is to uncover different types of errors that exist while executing the 

system. System testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents 

the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. However, testing can only show 

that software defects are present. 

Jn developing a system, tcstinu usually involves several sla res. An .xnmplc or tcstiuu 

process is shown as below: 

• " 

Unit Module Integration System 
Testing Testing Testing Testing 

~ • 

Figure 7-1: Testing Process 

Generally, there were" stages involve altogether and were listed down as below: 

r Unit Tcstinu 

This is th· lirsl stu •c or t ·sti11 • where each program component is tested on its own and 

is i:·olnt xl trom the oth ·r .ornponcnts in the system. It verifies that the component 

l\1m:tio11s work prop .rly with th· types or input and output expected from studying the 
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component's design. After each component ha been tested, the interaction between 

these components must be tested again to ensure that the components can be integrated. 

~ Module Testing 

Module testing is performed without other system modules. A module consists of a 

collection of dependent components to perform a particular task or function. Different 

possible test cases are applied to the module and the test results would be verified. 

Unusual results will be analyzed and they would help in dcbu • 1i111 sub-modules in order 

to produce the desired output. The module tcstinu c<111 he done by crc.uin i a new project 

with the defined sources and predicted results. 13csides, the accuracy or the program can 

increase by comparing the results with that one generated by existing program. 

~ Integration Testing 

This stage ensures that the interfaces among the components are defined and handled 

properly. It is the process of verifying that the system modules work together as 

described in the system and program design specifications 

~ System Testing 

This is th· last st;1gc which is performed to find out errors, which result from 

11111111li ·ipnt .d interncrions of' system components or units. It is to ensure that the whole 

.-yst ·111 works HC .ordinu 10 users' specifications. 
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7.1 Testing Strategics 

There are a few testing strategies such as unit, integration and system testing are done in 

order to test the reliability of packet sniffing system. 

7.1.1 Unit Testing 

Unit testing is done to uncover errors in each module. The primary goal of unit testing is 

to confirm that the unit is correctly coded and that is carries out the function as it is 

supposing to perform. Each unit is tested independently in order to assure their accuracy. 

For this system - packet sni lfin 1 system, each module may contain sub modules nnd the 

sub modules may cons isl or functions. The Iunct ions arc iudividunlly tested before the 

entire module is tested. In the development of packet sni lfing, unit testing was 

conducted after development of each of the component and it is a continuous process 

throughout the coding phase. 

~ Packet Sniffing System Unit Testing 

Below are some of the units testing being done on packet sniffing system: 

• Test whether the system can successfully capture the packets from the network 

which switch monitoring port. 

• Test whether the filtering packet can successfully filter the packets which want to 

display i11 the listvi 'W. 

• T ·st wit ·th ·r tit· re .ords bcin 1 displayed is correct and matches the search criteria. 

• T ·sl wit ·tit .r th· .olumu listvicw can be sorted. 

• Test whether th · puxsword can he sni IT uxin 1 html lo display content or the packets. 

• 'I' ·st wh ·lh T th· statisti · •raph c:111 su .c ·ssf'ully display xl. 
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~ Packet Sniffing System Debugging Strategics 

Debugging is actually of finding and fixing the errors. There are several debugging 

strategies that applied in e-veterinary such as: 

• Built-in Error Detection 

Error will be discovered if a program is not performing well. VS.NET has built 

in error detection where an error message together with the lines number where 

the error occurred will be debugged. With this features, the debugging work 

becomes much easier and faster. 

• Reviewing the Algorithm Used 

Reviewin • <ii ioriihrn and computat ions for the correctness and efficiency will 

help to discover logic error or database error. Usage of different algorithms will 

sometime increase the efficiency of the program. 

• Display the Passing Value On Screen 

By displaying the passing value on screen, it helps to ensure that the correct 

value has been passed to the next program for processing. 

• Check Success Status 

The success status is checked to detennin whether to continue the process or 

exit from the program and display error message whenever there is failure in the 

previous I recess. 

7. l.2 lnkgration Testing 

Th' purpos · of Iii· intc •ralion testing is to know whether the entire software is able to 

vvork 11s 011 · pro •rn111. II will also v ·rif'y that each module will be able to function 

to• .thcr. lnt ·1•rnlio11 I ·sli11 • .onccntratcs on module interaction and th· d .tc ·1io11 of 
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interface errors. The desiun specification is referred for the purpose of verification and 

helps to test the software according to the dependencies present in particular module that 

being tested. For packet sniffing system integration testing, the system is viewed as a 

hierarchy of components, where each component belongs to a layer of design. The 

approach applied in testing the packet sniffing system rs referred as Top-Down 

Integration where integration will start at the highest level of main program or module or 

sub modules are gradually added until the bottom is reached. 

Test;\ '1\.:st /\, n, C, 
I) 

Figure 7-2: Top-Down Testing 

7.1.3 System Testing 

A system testing is a series of different test designed to fully exercise the system to 

uncover its limitation and to measure its capabilities. The objective is to test an 

integrated system and verify that it meets the specified requirements. Several steps were 

taken in testing packet sniffing system such as function testing and performance te ting. 

).- Function Testine b 

System tcstin I be .ins with function testing that focus completely on functionality. The 

s .'lc111 xtru .tur · is bcin 1 i mored. The testing is based on the system's functional 

r -quircru ·111.· which urc stated in the early chapter. 
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~ Performance Testing 

Performance testing aims at testing the run-time performance. Response time of the 

event triggered was checked to verify the performance of the system. 

7.2 Test Cases 

Test cases are developed to show that the input is properly converted to the desired 

output. They are used as some set of structural input is given and the output is observed. 

The test cases are design to perform unit tcstinu till intc irution tcstinu with the specific 

results. Repetitive testing is done on a sin ilc test case to prove the consistency of the 

results. 

7.2.J Unit Test Cases 

Unit test cases aim to test an individual independent component. Below is an example of 

unit test case that being done for packet sniffing system. 

Test Case : I 

Module : Main 

Sub Module : Save 

Unit : Mai11-l::.dit 

Sccnano : Save a pn kct to the disk 

No Steps/Fields Test Data Expected Result Test Result 

I Cli ·k "Snv ·" in the menu System prompts New Window IS 

it cm. one window prompted. 

,_ 
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in formation 

2 

3 

Put the "File Name" in the 

text field in save window. 

Click Ok button on save 

window 

4 Click Cancel button on the 

save window 

System displays Text Field is 

text field to write displayed. 

the file name in the 

save dialog 

System save the File rs save to 

file 111 the save the disk. 

dialo '· 

System closes the Save window rs 

save window closed. 

Status 

Date 

: Pass 

: 1/25/2005 

Figure 7-3: Unit Test Case 
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7.5 Chapter Summary 

Testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents the ultimate 

review of specification, design and coding. Unit, integration and system testing has been 

carried out for e-veterinary. At the end of the testing phase, the system should be able to 

perform the tasks required and free of some errors. 

Chapter eight present the system evaluation which reveals the problem encountered and 

solution, system strength and system constraints, future enhancements. knowledge and 

experience gained. 
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Chapter 8 - System Evaluation 

8.1 Introduction 

System evaluation is a process where system developer evaluates the system after the 

system has been fully developed. Normally, the developer will evaluate the system from 

many aspects, which will summarize the system strengths and limitation .. In addition, 

the problems encountered during process developing were listed down with the solutions 

figure out during the developing process. 

After all the handwork of' designing and developing as well as uuplcrncnting packet 

sniffing system, the end product ol' thc project is brou iht up for evaluation. They were 

many evaluation techniques that used to evaluate the final system. This chapter also 

includes the future enhancements for performance the system in order to get a more 

satisfactory system. 

8.2 System Strengths 

Below are the strengths of Packet Sniffing System application: 

r Simple, Standard and scr-Fricudly Interface 

P11 .k ·t sniffinu s stem application is specially designed on the principle for ease to 

11s ·.So, 1111 l{rnns urc kept simple. 'I he inclusion of graphic user interface has 

.ontrihu: .d vastly lo aid users. The learning curve is foreseen to be short and a user 

will h · uhl ·lo us· th· .-yst ·111 with case within minutes. 
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>- Scalability 

Hardware and applications could be easily added to the existing system without 

influence the existing applications. This was because the system was not hardware 

dependent. 

).:- Advance Functions 

Application not only designs for packet sni ITL:r and analyzer but with advance 

functions such as below: 

- sniffing sensitive word such as passwords which use for the login to the email 

system and save it in html file. 

- showing the computer name from each users in the network. 

>- Graph for Statistic 

Packet sniffing system is with capability to show the graph statistic for protocol, the 

most active ten host using T P and DP. Thi capability can help user in analysis 

the most usinu proto .ol in th traffi and host the using mo t TCP and UDP and the 

traff ·. 

r: l'rovid ·.· Filter To Captur ·Specific Packets 
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Packet sniffing system provides filter to capture specific packets by protocol, IP 

address, and custom filters. Packet filtering will help user filter to accept packet if 

matched and explicitly for gathering desire information about the traffics. 

8.3 System Constraints and Limitations 

Below are the constraints and limitations of packet sniffing system: 

).- Lack of Supported Protocol in Encoding Packet 

Packet sniffing system only supports live rcncrul protocols which an; /\RP, TCP, 

UDP, I MP and ICIMP. These rive icncral protocols urc cnou ih to cncodin i most of 

the packet on the network but for future enhancement is better to support more 

protocols for details information about the packet and the network. 

);>- Limitation of Threading Programming Concept 

Packet sniffing system can't perform a function like follow TCP stream if the 

application. Jn future enhancement, this system must apply threading programming 

concept to perform the T P stream. 

;.... l.a .k or F1111ct ionalit I To Assist User In rearing Configuration File 

This li111italio11 o · .ur when more configuration need to be set before to start capture 

puck ·t which menus a user need lo repeat configuration for the same configuration 

s ·1ti11 i Ior ·n ·Ii li111 · uxin i thc application. 
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8.4 Future Enhancements 

As there are many types of packets with its own protocol and different data type, the 

analyzing of the packets still limited in my project which only focus only the regularly 

used protocols such as TCP and UDP, ARP, ICMP and EIGRP. The analyzing of 

packets still limited until transport layer of the OSI model. It can be further enhanced to 

analyze until the application layer such as HTTP and to follow the TCP stream. 

The existing system can be used to sniffing for an authentication process. If there is no 

encryption applied, the user login's information can be seen in the text area. But it 

requires us to manually do truce the packets one by one. It can be enhanced to 

automatically search for the information and generate reports to us. 

In the future, packet sniffing suppose must capture the packet with duration time in day 

by day. This is a challenge for all packet sniffer application because for a LAN network, 

packet sniffer not only monitoring its own packet but for the whole network. Therefore, 

packet sniffer will receive many packets and can not help in user to analysis the network 

because of to many packets. This problem can solve by develop a database for the 

captured packet on the traffic by time or by total of packets. 

Pack ·t sni Ifin 1 system also must generate various type of report in the future. Because 

ol~ th· uuulysis o lth · network traffic is more useful for the user if the application allows 

th · 11.'LTs to • ·mT11I • variou« t I c of report about the network traffic. Besides that, for 

111on.: advanc '.' lun .tiuu user can customized the report to generate more various reports 

whi .h 1111 ol'tlti.' report will iivc tit· us T valuable information about the network. 
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8.5 Chapter Summary 

Overall, the Packet Sniffing system has achieved and fulfilled the objectives and 

functional requirements as a packet sniff and analyzer as determined during system 

analysis. This application enable user to capture network traffic packet and analysis the 

network traffic. 

This project gives me an opportunity to build a full application which theories and 

knowledge gained throughout the course of computer science studies like system 

analysis, design and software en rinccrinu were literally put into practi .c, The 

knowledge also can gain in pro irarnrnin •,concepts and challcn re to develop a system 

alone. Even though pro iramminu skills and I .chniqucs arc important in development, 

good software engineering techniques must also be applied. It gives me a strong 

foundation to take this project as long as to complete it. 

Finally, there are much more rooms for improvement in this system, especially in terms 

of implementing a more perfect system. With the first step taken, enhancements could 

still be made with more features and function added for future version. 
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